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Former Chief-Just ice L. A. Emery and
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Mrs. A Hinson of Providence, JR. J., were in Ellsworth over Sunday.
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Mrs. Hale is now in
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the destroyer Eugene Hale on Memorial
day, after which Bhe will come to Ellsworth.
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loway of Brockton, Mass., are glad to bear
that he is recovering, after what came
near beiug a fatal accident. Mr. Holloway
is a skilled carpenter. He had just stepped
upon a staging when it gave way, and he
He was
tell thirty feet to the ground.
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laying contest just
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with
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pen of

twenty-five pullets.

During

third month he lost one of bis pullets,
continuing in the coutest with twentyfour but scoring for twenty-five, which
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cot down his average.

“Rube and His Ma.**
class of the Ellsworth high
presented the comedy, “Rube and
His Ma," at Hancock ball Friday evening,
to a large audience. The play was admirschool

produced,

under the

direction

o!

The cast of character!;

Harry Lewis.Henry Harrington
John Blackburn.Lumau Woodruff
Hiram Warden.Hubert Farnsworth
Rube Warden.Edwin Ausiin
Zeke Perkins.James Coughlin
Si Perkins...Charles Drummey
Helen Warden.. Ella Johnston
Aunt Mandy Warden.Doris Colpitis
Lucinda Perkins.Marie McFarland

Daisy..Elleneen Doyle
Hear Killed at North

Castlue.

John E. Dority of North t astine, known
throughout Hancock county as a hustling
granger, has added to his laurels. Last
Hunday the farmers of his vicinity organized a hunt fora bear which had been seen
several times. Mr. Dority was the lucky
hunter who stopped short the career ol
but it took four shots to

The bear

and

looked

over

department,

of the records they no

for.

MAKE
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E. F. ROBINSON
OPTOMETRIST
Victor and Edison Talking Machines
and Records

the field

ELLSWORTH, MAINE

there.
It is very evident that Ellsworth has no
sufficiently large and level for a safe

landing place for a plane of the size driven
by Major Gilkison a Curtis bi-plane of
fifty feet spread. Major Gilkison said he
would want

half-mile

straightaway of
firm and fairly smceth ground.
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that the committee could do
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to urge Major Gilkison to make his
return trip from Bangor over Ellsworth,
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avoiding the Camden hills, which ( Three doors below P. O. on
were troublesome in his flight to Bangor
WATER ST.,
ELLSWORTH
from Rockland, and giving Ellsworth a
American and European Plan
glimpse of the machine. He could not be
reached by telephone this morning.
OPEN EVENINGS.
If, as it is hoped, he flies over Ellsworth,
word will be
to
Ellsworth
telephoned
just as soon as it is known when he will
leave Bangor.
That, for the reason
already stated, is uncertain, but with
continued fair weather, he may be able
to get away from the Bangor field to-morthus
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was as follows:
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Papers, Window Shades,

Wall

Paints, Varnishes, Etc.

row.

If word is received that

he is

com-

ing, the people will be notified by the
ringing of bells and blowing of whistles.

:

My store

on

State street,

opposite

the

Public Library, will re-open to- morrow.
New Patterns now in.

When the mail-order house finds a
town whose local merchants do not advertise, it fattens its catalogue mailing
list.

Call 'and see

them

CHARLES F. FULLER

Specials for Week of Hay 29.
No 150 all silk Taffeta and Moire

thing

for hair

Ribbon, just the

bows, yard, only

29^
Sheeting, yard, only
24^
27-inch Poplin in pink only, worth 39c, yard for
25?
1 lot Hamburg-Trimmed Brassieres, sizes 34 to 44
for only
35^ each
1 lot of Percales, 36 inches wide, light and dark
colors, yard
19<
1 lot Ladies’ Hose odd sizes, styles and colors,
values up to 59c, for only
39^ a pair
We shall be open Thursday evening until 9 o'clock.
Store will be closed all day Friday, Memorial Day.
36-inch Bleached

Slipper Stylet.
as a general rule, Turks
yellow slippers, Armenians red

In the east,
wear

and Jews bine.

MARTIN L. ADAMS
95 MAIN

ELLSWORTH
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change.
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Ending at Midnight
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Heinz Olive Oil
|uart

hour before mail

food at

grand master
of exchequer, without opposition.
Susie, wife of Stover D. Page and
daughter of Charles W. Eaton, formerly
of Ellsworth, died in Bangor Friday,
aged twenty-six years. She leaves a hus-

Sundays.
Arrives from the West
for W'est at 4.50 p m.

It is to the advantage of parties holding
such 4 per cent bonds to have them converted to
the higher rate, and we shall be pleased to be of
service to holders of unconverted bonds and
attend to all details in connection with the ex-

&

member of the committee

AT FOSTOFPICR

m;

a

sale of cooked

a

Silvy

Lewiston last

morning.)
Going Wbst— 10.40
Going East—fl.50 a

issue.

Charles H. Leland, H. C. Stratton, E. C.
Osgood and W. E. Whiting attended the
meeting of the grand lodge, K. of P., at

MAILS RBCMIVRD.

Week Day*.
Prom Wbst—7.22 a m; 4.40 p m.
Prom East—11.11, a m; 5.51 and 10.12 p ra.
(10.52 mail not distributed until following
MAILS CLOSB

1

Lmnehan’s garage, formerly
the Jordan barber shop, nfcxt Saturday
afternoon at 2.30. The ladies of the society are requested to send the food, as it
will not be called for.

AT BLLSWORTH FOSTOPPICS.

In

29.

The members of the Catholic club will

8CHKDULE OP MAIL8

organization Is onr organization; their strength our
strength. And your Unsocial security may benefit, in turn, if
our depositors.
you are among
Their

The Government has extended the time
during which holders of Liberty Loan Bonds bearing 4% interest, may be converted into the 4 %

Boston,

hospital,

The office of the secretary of the Hancock county chapter of tht American Red
Cross, in the postofflce building, will be
open until further notice on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, from 9 to 12 a.
m. and 1 to 5 p. m.

over

country.

Homeopathic

setts

Cottage to let
BlURHILL.'
Williams A Parker
Hccrsport:
Bncksport Bank statement
Hral Harbor:
Glencove hotel

ORGANIZATION

4% Liberty Bond Conversion

Mr. and Mrs. Bert L. Austin of Brookline, Mass., formerly of Ellsworth, are
receiving congratulations on the birth of
a son, Bert L., jr., born at the Massachu-

Ellsworth,
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MEMORIAL DAY

recom-

Sleep, soldiers, still in honored

rest

Yonr truth and valor wearing.
The bravest are the tenderest.
The loving are the daring.

NEWS
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thought,

we

home

NORTH ORLAND.

Private

came

that their grandsons
Frank Trundy still in France saying he j
gaged iu a war on foreign soil. It seems
well, and hopes to get home by fall.
to be continuously true that “it needs
Mrs. Caroline Gray*has returned from
offences that
be
that offences come,”
Veazie, accompanied by her grandson, make war somewhere in the world. In
would

be

ever

en-

Grindle,

103rd

who

dischage

honorable

intantry,

has

received

from

the

his

the first

famous

there

28th division.

Ginn, wiTe and son Herbert,
were the guests Sunday at the Robinson
house, Bucksport, of Mrs. Ginu’s brother,
Vernon Maddox, who recently arrived
from Seattle, Wash., for a visit to his
home town. Mr. Maddox went
West
M.

W.

thirty-live

about

home but
as

once

business

on a

ana

years ago,
since.
He is

as

well

he is executor of

involving about

as

It

here

the will of

on

through the ages.

ween

In the

spent the week-

Frank Fogg has returned from

Fogg

will

Waverley,
with her

remain

visit to

a

Mass.

Mrs.

son some

week-

Gray has
general hospital in Bangor
for

a

Florence

shoulder

a

from

fall

May 19.

;

j

spent the week-end at
guest of Lena Sperry.

May

19-

B.

own

of
B.

Seal

article entitled

“Made

!

the

Kl'MOIDS

Thelma.

first made and gave the name to cambric.
The French even now call it batiste, after
Baptiste Containg, who first perfected it.
Liile was oue of the great spinning cities of
Europe and from that we have •‘lisle,” the
thread of her looms.

SEDGWICK.
R. A.

Bracy baa gone to Philadelphia,
where he is employed on a steam yacht.
Percy Martin has gone to Rockland to
work

as

cook

on a

steam

Jay Small is employed

lighter.
farm

as

own

home with

William
Tell
FLOUR
and be
'■*■•""" •"

*"

NORTH BROOK UN.
Young was in Ellsworth last
week attending the formation of the soldiers’ and sailors’ organization.
Harriet
Pervear went to Ellsworth

Monday

to be

employed

at

Hancock

the

douse.

Gladys Young,
garet Cole

are

Annie Smith

and

Mar-

working in A. H. Mayo’s

factory
Naskeag.
People here have noted with gratifica-

lardine

at

:ion the erection of the

Powers <Jfc Cousins.
>pe ration.
News has
I Jeavey
ented

come

Sibley

of

of

one

new

It is

saw
now

Mrs.

that

mill

full

Diantha

Brookline, Mass., who

the

by

in

had

Hale

cottages for the
ummer,
seriously ill, and will be
inabletocome this year. It is a matter
>f sincere
regret to her many friends
is

t

Pickford in

attraction at the

WHITCOMB.

“Sandy” will be the
Pastime May 31.

Mrs. Eva M. Seilers

of

Ellsworth

is

the week here.

Mrs. Kutb Smith went to Seal Harbor
Sunday, for the summer.
Mrs. Virgil Wardwell
spent a few
days this week with her sister, Mrs. H.
E. Perkins.

Congratulations are extended to Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Hutchins of this place, whose
took place
at Bluebiil last
marriage
week.

Rate Wardwell, W. M. of PenobBcot chapter, Mrs. Carrie Perkins, Mrs.
Nella Bridges, Mrs. M. A. Wardwell
are
in Portland attending the grand
chapter, O. E. 8.
May 26.
Woodlocke.
Mrs.

WEST GOULDS BO HO.
There will be services in the Union
church next Sunday at 10.30 a. m.
Mrs. A. H. Taft and Miss Eliza Whitten
are guests of Fred A. Noyes and wife in
Sullivan.
Mrs. C. 8. Lovejoy, who has been visiting her sister, Mrs. Charles Anderson, in

Dorchester, Mass., is home.
The dance Saturday night

sure

'■-

was well atThere will be another dance next
Saturday night. Refreshments will be

tended.

*

served.

Mrs. Susan Appolionin

HAYNES & WHITNEY.

and

daughter

Mary, who have spent the winter in
Boston, Mass., have opened their bungalow here.

May 26.L.

“They

may

talk about their

new

(Shoe* Wear Longer

fangled

When you walk in comfort; so do stockings.
A package of Allen's
Foot-Ease, the aiitiseptic powder to shake into the
shoes, gives you
that
•old shoe” comfort.
Allen’s Foot-Ease

drinks but

There’s Nothing So Good As

TEAS
Formosa

Oolong

stops the paiu of bunions,
louses, and makes tight or
easy.

and India

Your neighborhood dealer sells them.
219
Thurston fic Kingsbury Co., Portland. Maine

corns and
new shoes

calfeel

CASTORIA
For

j

^

Orange Pekoe and Ceylon
Convenient packages. Premium coupon in each.

time
into

i

Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years
Always bears

_-^7

Liquid

Sold Everywhere

Tablet Form

or

Fool-Proof Airplane.
The Inrest model of British airplane
is said to be as nearly foolproof as It
la possible to make such a machine
as on airplane.
The machines are ho
balanced and the wings so arranged,
that when the engine stops they glide
gradually and easily to earth. The
following test shows how stable these
airplanes are: A pilot climbed to a
sufficient height, and then stopped his
engine and took his hands off the control. merely keeping his feet on the
rudder bar. He steered for an airdrome twenty miles away, and having
head«*d her straight, he let the olrplane do what she liked. She traveled the whole twenty miles as steadily as a bicycle coasting down a long,
Of course
-tralght and gentle hill.
the pilot had to take hold of the con
trol stick to land the machine In the
airdrome, but except for that, and the
steering, the airplane made the whole
Journey by herself.

Dogs at Messenger*.
Experiments made In the training of
(logs as messengers with the armies
in the field have. It Is stated, given
satisfactory results. The dogs which
proved most receptive under instructions are chiefly half-breed collies and
retrievers. A rather poor breed of
bob-tailed sheepdogs has also done
well.
All have been trained to perform their errands during heavy firing, both of rifles and guns.
They
can be fired over as
easily as the ordinary sporttng dog, and what Is quite
another thing, they will face Are at
close range.
Had time War Adventures.
A letter from the chaplain of base
hospital 48. French lines, brings to
light a strange case of parallel circumstances in the war experiences of two
San Franciscans. Corp. Arthur T. Mullen. 621 Alvarado street, and Private
J*emlah Sears. 623 Alvarado street.
After enlistment the two men, living
in the same building, were assigned to
the same division, fought in the same
battle, escaping wounds; then in the
battle of Argonnc they were both
wounded October 14 at the same time,
by machine-gun bullets, and were
placed side by aide on cots In the same

hospital.
New American Industry.
Turkish towels now come from Lewiston. Me., where the mills are dally
turning out thousands of high-grade
Turkish towels that are said to be far
superior to the goods formerly brought
across the Atlantic.
One mill as a
side line turns out 30.000 bedspreads
each week and daily produces thousaods of yards of mercerized silk.

Canary Given Fine Funeral.
Scores of persons attended the funeral of a canary bird at the home of
Harry Chambers, Moorestown, N. J.
The bird was twenty-five years old.
and many grownups had known it
since they were children. It was burled
In a little silver box.

Ask Your Dealer

COUNTY NEWS

Birch Harbor to Walter Schultz of
(/lev*,
land, Ohio, at the Baptist church on the
evt ning of June 18

PRANJUJN.
The Methodist centenary allotment of

Daniel G. Libby came from I'antinefor
week-end.
Mr». Libby returned to
Gastine with him.

fl.250

from the churches

“over the

have gone

well

top.**

There has been

the

Work at the cemetery

misunderstanding
regarding the speaker for Memorial day
here.
Later reports give the name of
Robert 1*. King of Ellsworth.
some

has been r*_
The latest cootributions to the fund were from the
Misses Voae of Portland and Mrs.
(Jtorga
A. Dodge of Ellsworth.
May 26.
q

by

tarded

were

well attended.

Several G.

A.

R.

veterans, returned soldiers from overseas
Red Men were prominent in the foreground of audience, where the national
colors, evergreen wreaths and
potted
plant1 were arranged with charming
effect. The addresses by the pastors and
the choir music were patriotic and inspiring.
B.
May 26.
and

|

weather.

wet

Mrs.

MCKINLEY.
Mrs. Khoda Gilley spent Sunday with
her sister, Mrs. Watson Thurston,
Mrs,

Mira V. Dix is much improved
health, being able to sit up and *be
has been out of doors.

in

The Harris Stock Co. Btonlngton, w hich
billed for last Friday evening has

was

been

postponed

Mrs.

Lizzie E.

her.

sympathy is felt for tin family
Benjamin F. Murphy, whose death
occurred so suddenly.
He was a man of
Much

of

due

character, and

will be cherished

La fra bee spent the past
week with his sons In Aroostook county.
£. W. Bridges and family and Miss
Vida Cleaves motored to Bangor for the

one

by

all

whose

MT.
William
Hund iy

«

aturday
Min*

Elizabeth

Coombs

went

to

DESERT FERRY.

of
Bangor,
ith F. 8. Jellisor.

John W. Stinson, jr.,
son

medical

for the

a

student of

college, Philadelphia,

Jeffer-

summer.

Mrs. Ernest 8.

Rice

has

returned

from

Winter Harbor, wl ere she has been the
guest of Mrs. Frank W akefield.
Invitations have been received for the
wedding of Miss Lottie Belle Pet tee of

For

Marion Marsh spx-nt th*
parents in Eddington.

May

26.

THE parl-taoM wcwktf is a
lo«aa propewtko. Keep
rout boors “fa” by using ibis
famous tauic el tba &rtl siga ok
<W. A rchaUe ttr.-menl
f« LoS Apprtiir. loiYelIdw Wales. Swelled Leg* end DietciQpcs. Sold by druggists end gmrrsJ
■term; moocy-heck gueteatec.
Pace
60

rent*.

KIMBALL BROTHERS * CO. be.
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V«jetoble, Field
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Neighborly

Teas

and taste always puts
the right mood to most

aroma

milady in just
enjoy the neighborhood

news.

Formosa, Ceylon, Orange Pekoe
English Breakfast. In sealed
packets. All sizes. Popularly priced.
or

All dealers.

SUPERBA

on

ktnd
C.

uturnt*nhi

—

SUPERBA

•«

with her

ok up dealersin your neigh bo
ig these seeds seeds with a
reputation. Seeds that grow, that pro‘atromze them. Refuse substitutes
tout dealer for Dunning Farm Imgkmmnb
Cardan Tools Quality and satisfaction
dealer selling them has the result of ourM
Our 1919-192 Page Catalog has sugges■<» tions and prices that will interest you. Write for you« V
Iff /«* copy today —R. B. Dunning a Co., Bangor. Maine. #\vM

Are

and

Hiroor.

the

is home

*r*nt

Hpratt spent Fri ay

in Bar

farm in Gouldaboro for the week-

John K. Workman, who is employed
by the Castine Bay Co., spent the weekend with his family here.

M.

Hearin

end.

1

him-

P

week-end.
Mrs.

memory

who knew

May 20.

Mrs. Annie

I)r. Charles C.

for two weeks.

Moore attended grand
chapter, O. E. S., in Portland Iasi week.
Mrs. Mary Kich of Tremont, accotrj imed

PROtfPMCT HARBOR.
Mrs. Addie Have.v of West Sullivan ia
visiting her Mister, Mr*. Frank 8baw

| Guptill

Howard

of finest flavor
and greatest food value

T

have been engaged in the retail drag bast.
During this
here for the past forty year*.
I have seen many patent medicines come
use, flourish for one or two years and then
There are very few of
gradually disappear.
these remedies that possess enough real merit to insure them long
life
reman ha* always been a good seller with as, with a marked
The change in the formula some years
Increase from year to year.
ago, »«y the addition of the slightly laxative properties, hss made it
for colds.
a reliable remedy for constipation and
If taken hourly in
tahlespoonful doses by adults It will break up the worst cold In tw«»
1 take pleasure in urging my brother druggists
or three days* time.
to recommend It for these two ailments."
•*!

nr*«

its

in London, and the city Itself was acE. P. Clapp’s.
corded a chief place in the Hanseatic
Mrs. Cora Means is employed in the league.
Decay set in with the dawn of
post office for the summer.
the Reformation, and the place owed
Miss Barbara Lymburner spent
the
Its downfall to its intolerance. Thus.
week-end with
Miss Gladys jtinndell,
Its university, which In the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries had a great
iargentville.
Miss Kathleen Gray will leave to-day
reputation, began at once to decline.
for Portland to attend the grand chapter, ; This policy dealt severe blows at the
0. E. 9.
prosperity of the town, and when,
in 1714. Cologne was occupied by the
A. G. Parker has set a fine flag-staff on
French. It was n poor and decayed
bis bam and flung a beautiful new flag
city of some 4b.<K*»> inhabitants, of
to the breezs.
which only 6.0*10 possessed civil rights.
Rev. Mr.
Hallman of
the Swedish \
Since 1815, however,
when it was
Baptist church, Cambridge, Mass., has
filially assigned to Prussia, Cologne
accepted a call to the First Baptist church j has
continued to prosper, until toof this village and will take up his work
day it is one of the most Important
the first Sunday in July.
<i»ies of Germany, with a population
ELOC.
May 26.
< f nearly half a million.

spendiug

Make it in your

Read this from Mr. L. A. Richardson
of Marine. Illinois:

at

PENOBSCOT.

Eat More Bread

PERUNA

The ladies* aid society will meet with
George Hardison Wednesday afternoon.
On Memorial day the aociety will
serve a public dinner at the
Methodist
j
vestry, at which the G. A. R. veterans and
COLOGNE’S UPS AND DOWNS their wives will be honored guests.
|
It is gratifying to know that the northImportant German City of the Present ern addition to Bay View cemetery,
Has Had Its Periods of Dire
| bought several years ago, is receiving atAdversity.
tention from the new trustees, who are
Owners of
having driveways graded.
During the Middle Ages Cologne lots; are making
improvements. L. C.
was a place of great trade: the weavBragdou was recently chosen president of
ers, the goldsmiths, and the armorers
the association.
of the city were famous the world
The Sunday services at the two churches
while
merchants had houses
over:

hand

j

He Endorses

one

j

Jac

For Your Health’s Sake

FORTY YEARS A DRUGGIST El

the fruit of the vine is produced Is
long known of the pumpkin.
’•! V. Jf.
19-5
It would not be amiss for our eduenScott & Bowtj?, Ti'
tors to consider the pumpkin vine; unFrance,” which contains several bits questionably some of them have In
of information new to me. Isn’t it fine ! earlier days, hut whether with a view
to Its close analogy to educational
we can learn something new every day?
Perhaps It Is
Really, if we had always done that, processes Is uncertain.
w hat a
lot of “new things” some of us
too much to say that the best fruit
have gathered
would
old folks
up. of the educational vine Is produced
Perhaps, after all, we may have sub- from Its original source; that what
consciously done that, however. That | comes of schooling Is something quite
subconscious idea is one of the new things
different from the apparent result at
which we must study up a little. It may
the source; that the heat things a man
be like germs, no I don’t mean in effect,
or woman does are very different from
but in the sense that, unconsciously to
| the particular, or nonpartlcularlxed
humans, for years these things existed. I thing, he or she Is directly taught to
Now for the item from the Saturday I do. We are turning to the business of
Evening Pont:
making our schools show quick fruitbuilt district
north
and
The closely
age of working ability.
slightly east of Haris before the war was the
Rut It Is at least a fair hazard to
New England of France. Now it is her
opine that the pupils who become
Ssbsrs. Five years ago there were her Con“some pumpkins” will often as not be
her Rhode Island, her
Massanecticut,
chusetts, her southern New Hampshire, and
products known a long way from the
her Maine. This relates to her manufactures.
special process of education that exIt was the spinning looms of Cambrai that
treme vooatlonallsts advise.

and relatives in this her native place.
May 26.
XKNOPHON.

SBBnt inntnt*.

__

rjuy

End watch how it he!" : jrnke
nu put cn
ihin child s
weight. Tncrs ■' rri.Jr.y gvita
so strength?";*''' os Scctt s
Emv’' on farad• A cf ary age.

in

wonderful in their help to the
stomach troubled with over-acidity.
Pleasant to take—relief prompt and
definite.
j
MADE BY SCOTT & BOWNE
MAKERS OF SCOTT’S EMULSION
!

are

Writer Point* Out Wherein
Two Have Some Strong
Point* of Similarity.

of our city vegetable marts
one 'In: a farmer displayed with commendable pride a huge pumpkin of alluring aspect, with the statement that
It grew
"full twenty feet from the
atnlk," remarks Rochester Post-ExThis habit of wandering In
press.
tortuous uselessness to a long distance
from the source of production before
At

h

May

and living.

•

Cove

Reed’s,

an

of

JOYFUL EATING

TREMONT.

Mrs. Sam Reed have the sympat by of all in the death last week of
their baby, of pneumonia.
Mr. and

Ashley

our

| Unless your food is digested without the aftermath of painful acidity,
the joy is taken out of both eating

a

b.

Bernice

was

A&bmuKmmtt.

bicycle.

Miss

battles

j

gone to the
for treatment

fractured by

WEST

There

Saturday Evening Post,

!

longer.
Miss

of

good and evil.

!4. there is

W’alter in

lists

parts of the world

—

Bucksport.

son

unchanged

Sivil war, which many regarded as a
punishment for the hofding in slavery of
human beings. It is all the old, old fight
Pet

his

ling

in diff* rent

DEDHAM.
end in

been

aheddiug of blood there
There
were
the
of
emblematical sacrifice;

remain the

carried

B.

E. W. Burrill and wife

has

ransom."

no

there

dollars.

May 18.

life

following

trail of bloodshed all the way.
from the
seem
that
first

generations

million

family

and

“without

is

uncle,

an

a

a

statement

that

now

of

have

would

the

has been

we

tragedy,

a

history, from that time when brother was
slain by brother, until the present day
there ;s

pleasure trip,

a

quarter of

a

1

record

was

k !hcsuse
P—k up in

8fc[i>^:§!0D

is

Alton

E;:‘.

boys

from the

war, (many
of them about the age of these w ho are
being welcomed home from overseas now)
of 1861

from

weight?

QUOTATIONS.

Cn Fame’s eternal camping ground
Their silent tents are spread.
And glory guards with solemn round
The bivouac of the dead.
No rumor of the foe’s advance
Now swells upon the wind;
No troubled thoughts, at midnight haunts.
Of loved ones left behind.
Rest on, embalmed and saluted dead.
Dear as the blood yo%gave;
No impious footstep here shall tread
The herbage of your grave.
Nor shall your glory be forgot
While Fame her record keeps.
Or Honor points the hallowed spot
Where valor proudly sleeps.

—

A letter has been received

ycur chl-dl i.*a i~*

From out our crowded calendar
One day we pluck to give;
It is the day the dying pause
□To honor those who live.

mended to me as the
best remedy for my
1
troubles, which it
surely proved to be. I feel better and
stronger in every way since taking it,
and the annoying symptoms have disappeared.”— Mrs. M. Godden, 925 Napoleon St,, Fremont, Ohio.
Such annoying symptons as heat
flashes, nervousnsss, backache, headache, irritability and the blues,” may
be speedily overcome and the system,
restored to normal conditions by this
famous root and herb remedy Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
If any complications present themselves write the Pinkham Medicine Co..
Lynn, Mass., for suggestions how to
overcome them.
The result of forij
years experience is at your service md
letter
in
held
strict
confidence.
your

COUNTY

Funuvj v.a u.c\,~.

communication s, and Its success depends largely
Comon the support given It In this respect.
munications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, bat noue
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The American,
Ellsworth, Me.

identtothat
heat flashes, nervousness, and
was in a general run
down condition, so
it was hard for me
to do my work.
Lydic E. Pinkham’s
\ egetable Comtoms

Eastern

The purposes of this column are succinct y
stated In the title and motto—It is for the rout-al
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful
Belngforthecommongood.lt Is for the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the In
’erchange of ideas. In this capacity It solicits

of life, being fortysix years of age and

e

"4UNT MADOK’’.

aUbfctinmnUs

EDUCATION AND THE PUMPKIN

44Helpful and Hopeful

Its Motto:

passing through

was

period

|

the

Mrs. Godden Tells How It
May be Passed in Safety
and Comfort.
the critical

amjft*i2nntnu

jfflutual firorfU Column.
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day

with her grandmother and; two greatgrandmothers.
Echo.
May 28.

FRANKUN.
wi,t

*n'1

*nd
ftti MscKenxI#
lo Seal Harbor.
William” have gone
i» spending
Myra Springer

Joh"
a

few

HEAL COVE.
Mrs. Ida Bartlett, Center, is at Long
(Lland where her husband is employed.

COJTNTY

"bo tans
NEWS I there.

Sick"
well

To feel well keep your liver active
and avoid irregular habits which lead to
constipation or intestinal indigestion.
Don’t overload your stomach with indigestible food, rich pastry, candy and
sweets which do you no good and may

bring on biliousness or dyspepsia, leaving the traces in your face or complexion.
Get all the outdoor exercise you can. get
your share of slcep.and you w ill feel well
ana look well all the time.
But if your complexion is sallow, or
pimply, if your eyes are
dull or yellowish, from
biliousness, try the above
suggestions, also try a
small dose of "L. F.”
Atwood’s Medicine after
eating, and you will soon
notice the difference in
your k»ks and feelings.
Sale and reliable. Small
dose. Large bottle. 50
cents at your

dealer's.

"L. F
Medicine Co.,
Portland. Maine.

sympathy
May 28.

of all.

B. Grant

A.

Bar

J.

The stomach end bowels

Bangor last

are oue

Robbins and wife have moved to

And if you

keep yonr stomach and bowels

in dt condition the chances

Miss M. M. Delat'd has
employment at !
will rid you of
Salisbury Cove.
Harbor
Mrs.
Boston

May

to

three

Jettison,

who

has been In

months, is home.

19.

V.
NORTH LAMOINE.

Miss

Mu-iel

Li mmol t

Bronfcliue, Mi'#., f«»r
'-t* Gladys Carter
for

that

the
wii|

Northe**t Harbor, to

May

26.

EAST BLUEHILL.
Frank Webber and A. J. Grindle have
work in

Stonington.
Long, w ho spent the winter
in Providence, K.
I., is borne.
Mrs. Violet Griudle is borne, after
spending the winter in Bangor.
A son was born
May 17 to Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Atherton.
May 19.
r.
Mrs. Cora

John Trask of New York spent
here last week.

is

home

from

summer.

leave this week
Ih

employed.

May 28.

y.

j

sure to

few

a

Mrs. F. W. Cousins and two children
spent a few* days last
week in West
Franklin with her sister, Mrs. P. W.
DeBeck.
May 28.
r.

E.

Morey
join

B.

j

has gone to

to

IH

h||

The biggest

I

II

refreshment
y°u0311 P<>S~

BEACH.
Charles Childs and family have moved
to Minturn.

Conn.,

Uu|||

long-lasting bars
in each package.

If

I

Mrs. Belle Wood and daughter Susie of
South Blu bill came last week and
opened
the J. S. Andrews cottage for the summer.

I

New Haven,

1

&MW

yacht.

a

Waldo C. Lowe has gone to Philadelphia
j°*n the yacht Vigilant for the

I

summer.

Mrs. Ernest Smith and little daughter
Helen of Stonington are guests of her
grandmother, Mrs. E. J. Gray.
May 20.
L.

I

fl benefit to teeth.

I

lib

BLUEHILL FALLS.
Mrs. Sarah Fogg of Rockland is visiting
daughter for the summer.

breatb‘appe,ite an<*

I

11,6 Price ,s 5 “H*5-

J

her

Saunders

and

the roads in

this

Albion

proving

crew

im-

are

vicinity.

been

received

in

Germany,

now

be home in

May

Mrs.

has

Uandage,

and Piu worms.
Dr. True's Elixer m known as “The Family
Laxative and Worm Expeller." It toues up
the stomach, restores normal bowel a tion
and throws out these parasites or worms.
Remember the name. Dr. True's Elixir.
Ask grandma —she knows about Dr. True’s
Adults and children should use it.
Elixir.
Mail v.#i» \ Dr. True's Elixir to>ri»y.

ma^

Crumbs.
TRENTON.

family

son

Ross and his

returned home last week.

Mrs. Belle

have regular movements and be
keep out worms like Stomach worms

Forrest

that he

July.

George Mitchell and

must

from

19.

ing her
You

II I P

days

nature

forms of sickness.

and bowels.

work.
W.

most

are

Take advice—look well after the stomach

Lottie Andrews ha-* gone to Bar
H.

continuous

piece of human machinery—(he largest in the
body— and do the most work.

Hurltor.

Mrs.

in the interest of the Maine
Coast Fishermen’s association.

Word
in

was

week.
R.

.Saturday

Davidson left by their
car
for
Pennsylvania Monday, after
twelve days here.

HEALTH TALK

fj,

WMGLEYS

Edward C. Dunham ol Kiisworth Falla
in tow n last week.
C. S. Thomas of Bangor was in town

wa§

Mr. and

EDEN.
Mrs.

pleased to know tbat sbe is greatly improved in health.

EAST ORLAND.
W. L. Wentworth, wife and son Winston, who spent the winter in Newton,
Maas., are at home.

Jacob Kelley and son of Tiemont are
Mra. Laura Wentworth of
of Carroll Clark.
Bucksport it
weeg. at tbe home
i doing the mason work on the Loring
visiting her son, W. L. Wentworth.
last
week
d
a few
ya
|
spent
Bartlett’s
Island.
Ryder
Alice
cottage,
Miss Marion Gibbs of
brook.
Bangor and a
Mrs. ltae Kief, who has been with her
,t East
friend visited her psrents for the weekto day for Portland
left
Smith
mother, Mrs. H. B. Mitchell, several I end.
Laiigdon
in tbe navy.
months lias teturned to Boston.
to receive assignment
Mrs. Austin Biaisdell and two children
attended the c«leJohn Pervear has moved his family to
Mr*. S. 8. Hcararoon
loft Thursday for Springfield to visit her
week.
last
Tinker’s Island where he is employed
fofttion «t Bangor
parents.
w »fe of Ellsworth
by II. H. Mitchell. Mrs. Pervear’a father,
.Samuel Cb*pm*n and
VIiss Both Blaiadetl has returned Itom
here.
C.
M.
who
is
in
Heed,
poor bealih,
tlt visiting
|
Hath, where she visited her brother Karl.
kittle Gladys Mostly of Ellsworth is accompanied them.
Mrs. Harold Parker
and daughter,
Kev. Mr. McKenzie, who has accepted
titb her grandparents.
are at home after a two weeks’
will a call from the Baptist societies here and Phyllis
dramatic
club
grange
Scboodic
at Mauset grill hold regular services at visit in Franklin, Mass.
Corners’’on July 4.
present. (.’ranberry
the Baptist chapel Suuday
George Snow and wife have moved from
the
and
afternoons,
wife spent
Cbar:e* Coomb*
the farm to their home in tha village.
and Tuesday evenings.
Wf*K''-n<l *n Hsr Harbor with their
Prof. Cowan, who ia interested in the
May 19.
$.
diUfibler, .Mrs. Everett Salisbury.
boys’ camp here, was a recent guest at H.
has moved to Sullivan,
1).Clark
Harry
John Hodgdon,
Center, who went A. Snow’s.
brother’s
where h<- baa employment in bia
oversea* in July last in the 78th division,
Mrs. Ellen Hemingway, who has made
shop.
foieck-mitli
arrived home this week. On
his way
her borne for several years with her brothporre^i Coomb* hss added to the at- home Mr. Hodgdon spent a few days at
er, William Robertson, went to Rockland
bia new home by planting Corinna with his
tract iveness of
brother, I)r. Frank A. last week to make ber home.
t cedar hedge.
Hodgdon.
Arthur Dnnbar is making improvements
Mr*. 1*red Cousins and two children of
Capt. E. P. Sawyer and wife of South- on the
cottsge owned by Miss Streeter of
Mrs. Cousins’ sinter, Mrs.
visited
weat
Harbor and Charles H. Sawyer of
Bloebill
Jersey City, N. J.
list week.
Be
Beck,
VV
were
p.
Rockland,
at
guests
Herbert
Mason Stanley, who has been at home
Mr*. J. M. Osgood and two children of Sawyer’s recently. Capt. Sawyer’s vessel,
from I be E. M. C. S. ill of chicken
pox,
philtdripbia are with Mrs. Osgood’s Ida B. Gibson, is ia Southwest Harbor, now has the
mumps.
Coombs and wife.
awaiting a charter.
parent*. George
28.
May
M.
Isaac Carleton Dow, one of the bestytlJe Phyllis Buzzell recently apent the
known aged citizens, and a Civil war
DEER ISLE.
veteran, passed away at his home at
A. J. Beck, with his wife and little son,
Bayside May 23, at the age of eighty-one
haa returned to Washburn alter two
years. Mr. Dow, though failing owing
weeka with his parents, Fred W. Beck
to the infirmities of age,
uod been ill
and wife.
but a few days. He was a good
citizen,
kind friend
Mrs. George L. Beck and Mrs. Mary E.
and
neighbor, and his
children will mi*» a kind father He Haskell are attending the grand lodge, O.
leaves two sons, Henry of
Treraont, and E. S., in Portland.
Robert of this place and four daughters,
Emery W. Pickering has gone to RutMrs. Willis Carter of this place, .Mrs. land, Mass, to
accompany borne his wife,
Harold Chatto of Bluehill, Mrs. Abbte
MrK-own of the Canal Z me, and Miss
iKrjcrt'iictnnuk.
Stella of this p'aee. The family has the

9tobmi*nitfittr.

been « patient at the sanitarium
Mr*. Pickering's many (rienrts are

Googms,

son

Grafton

wno

has been

at

visit-

Eastbrook,

is

borne.
School
clos d

cases are

May

opened this morning,

three

weeks.

better and

All

after

the

being
influenza j

no new cases.

27._W.

|

ippetite and I
s- uudly and
enjoy life, use j
| digestiou, sleep
Burdock Blool Bitters, the family system
To feel

tonic-

strong

have

Price. ♦!

good

Advi.

(JOINT,

NEWS

Paint on Window Glass.
To remove paint or varnish from
window glass. 4Ceep the spots moistened till soft, with turpentine and ammonia; then rub with coarse cloth
dipped in coarse salt. Or moisten spots
with baking soda dissolved in hot water.
Then scrape off. The edge of a
coin is sometimes used.—Housewife.

WINTER HARBOR.
Mrs. Frank Davis and
visiting in Macbiasport.

Stewart

son

Mbs Donna Hanson spent
recently in Bangor.

few

a

Small and w’ife of Bangor
last week.

Dr. A E.
here

Natban

are

days
were

Sarge^it and

wife have returned j
Noble Attribute.
Mr.Sargent has been ! Never does the human soul appear
employed in the shipyard.
so strong and noble as when it foreMrs. William Miller, who has been vis- j
goes revenge, and dares to forgive an
iting her brother, Harry Morrison, has Inlnrv.—E. H. Ph*m1n.
from

Machias,

where

gone to Bar Harbor for
there she will go to New
visit her
to

a visit.
From
Haven, Conn., to

ffbnrmsm.mv

parents, after which she will go

Utah, where her husbcnd has employ-

ment.

George Gerrish,

cn_

i

wife

has gone to

Milbridge

to work.

line

is

uniform. The motor equals today’s

satisfactory performance
“ups and downs”—but

every day. No
continuous un-

varying, top-notch power.
So-CO-ny requires but one

accepted a previous
William Gerrish, wife

less power, and more carbon.
Know what goes into the tank. Use
So-CO-ny and be safe. You can get it
wherever the Red, White and Blue So-

produce

CO-ny Sign

were

in

and

Duukley

and

appears.

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK

a

—

I

1

with

an

untried

Ellsworth people’s example.
Kidney Pills.
Here’s Ellsworth testimony.
Verify it if you wish:

Follow

Use Doan’s
son

Earle

Mrs.

Mrs. 8.

Lydia

Childs, with Everett and Marjorie Childs,
arrived from Boston last week.
May 20.

says:
1

8.
;

Whereat, He who kuoweth and doeth all
things well, has seen fit to take from our
midst, our brother, Henry Clark, therefore
be it

Chapman,

E.

suffered

U1 have

10
a

Hancock St.,
great deal from

kidney trouble.
irregularly and

1 have had

of the bladder.

I have

my back
bad to

I

My kidneys

when

rely

have acted

inflammation

had trouble with

stooped

over.

I

have

Kidney Pills,
procured from E. G. Moore’s Drug Store,
for relief, as nothing else seemed to
help
my

case.

I

on

think

Doan’s

others

Kidney trouble will do
Kidney Pills a trial.”

suffering with
give Doan’B

well to

That
Reaolved,
in
his death Kowena
Price 60c at all dealers. Don t simply
Rebekah lodge. No. 91. I. O. O. F. has lost a
most worthy and esteemed brother.
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s KidReaolved, That we extend to the bereaved ney Pills
the same that Mrs. Chapman
wife and relatives, our heartfelt sympathy. had.
Foster Milburu
Co., Mfgrs.,
be
comforted by Him who is a
May they
Buffalo, N. Y.
refuge aud strength, in time of trouble.
Reaolved, That our charter be draped for I
the usual period, a copy of these resolutions
PARKER’S
be placed on our records, a copy seut to the
HAIR BALSAM
wife, aud a copy be sent to The Ellsworth
4 toilet preparation of merit.
Help* to eradicate dandruff.
American for publication.
For Restoring Color and
Beauty to Gray or Faded Hair.
60c. and f LOO at bruggiata.
—

-----

~

Smokeless Powder.
The advantages of smokeless powder. besides its virtue of high explosiveness, are twofold. It does not create a smoke cloud that betrays the
location of the gun or gunners, and at
the same time the man behind the
gun is not confused for a second by
a
pall of smoke that obscures the
range of vision in the direction of the
enemy.

The Shah's Share.
If the Shah of Persia were to be
deprived of his Income he would still
be one of the richest men in the world.
He would only have to sell his ornaments, gems, and precious stones to
become possessed of about $35,000,000.

The si£i of a reliable dealer

experiment

>

medicine.

Bangor last week.

Mrs. Martha

Day.

When you are worried by backache;
By lameness and urinary disorders—

Don’t

call.

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

adjustment because it is uniform. It burns
clean and doesn’t carbonize cylinders.
Inferior, low-grade mixtures burn’ fast,,

{

regret that Rev. C. Watkins will be
unable to accept the invitation to remain
here as pastor of the Baptist church, as

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

carburetor}

Don’t Waste Another

All

be had

Every gallon and drop of So-CO-ny Gaso-

daughter

and

Ruth, and Mrs. Randolph Smallidge and
son Victor have returned from
Machias,
where they spent the winter. Mr. Gerrish

An

«»l«!

Remedy for

«

htldren.

Mother Gru\*a Sweet Powdeia for children
have been ui-e«. by Mother* for overSOveam
for
feveriehuee*. Bad Stomach. Teething
D»*nrrier* rnd Headache*. They break up
cold* in H hour*, move and regulate tht
bowel* and destroy worm*. Get a package
at your druggists to use when needed.

JOM

VMmoKia*

GeCum(i

\ SXfi&HAE,jQbt let ua prove it to you aiao
We know
FAIRTFOOT is an absolutely successful bunion
remedy which not only reliere* you Instantly
of ail pain and inflammation, but
literally
melts away the bunion enlargement
Don tsuffer any lower Come
today ana gel
a box of FA1KYFOOT
Dae two plasters and
* yt** »«■* **'» absolutely satisfied return
what
is .eft and get ai' your
money bac k
r,eraonaily endorse and guarantee FAIRY FOOT

A i.KXAS KRB’H

VhABMACY

KUswortli, Me.

Arvilla, w idow of Lewis Foster, passed
away Friday at the home of her daughter,

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

Cliftoo Woodward, at the age of
seventy-four years.
Mrs.
Foster was
born
in Orland,
daughter of John P. and Roselle Mason,
but had lived in Ellsworth nearly all her
life. In 1862 she married Lewis Foster,
who died in 1896. She had spent the past
few years with her children, everything
possible being done for her comfort.
She leaves one son, Willis M., and two
daughters, Mrs, Clifton Woodward and

ELLSWORH, MAINE
BY THE

W. H.

PUBLISHING CO.

Tttus, Fditor and Manager.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
(Strictly in Advance)
One year.tl.50
Pour months.SO

Six months.7 i
.3 \
Three months
...

Single Copies.05

Mrs. Hollis B.

ADVERTISING RATES ON

Charles W. Mason of

disposition
devoted
to all

MAY 28, 1919.

neighbor, endearing

herself

and

woman

home with her
The funeral
Rev.

Kllsworth Pays Tribute to Boys Re'

boys

J.

church

turned from Service.
the

wife, a
helpful

was

She

was

happiest

was

borne-

a

when at

family.

was

Sunday afternoon,

held

Tickle

W.

faithful

a
a

who knew her.

loving

WELCOMED HOME.

honored

kind and

and

mother and

friend and

Ellsworth

Estey;

also two brothers,
Ellsworth, and Capt.
George William Mason of New York.
Mrs. Foster was of a kind and genial

APPLICATION

Business communications should be ad
dressed to, and all checks and money orderi
made payable to The Hancock County Pub
ushing Co.. Ellsworth, Maine.

WEDNESDAY,

of

the

Unitarian

officiating.

of tin

Vegetable

Diet.
A well-balanced diet does not necessitate much meat. The leaf vegetables,
made hurriedly, in the hope that it would
like cabbage, spinach, celery, onion*
be possible to have a visit from the airetc., are now In their prime, and should
plane due in Bangor Thursday, but the i be used as the basis of a number ot
i
dishes.
Supplemented as
aviator, who was forced by fog and rain to appetizing
they can be by a liberal allowance ot
land in Portland, after a non-stop flight
milk, cereals and a limited number ot
of 450 miles from Mineola, N. Y., was un- j
eggs, the proper food values are fully
able to rtach Bangor or Ellsworth. There
maintained.
was some Lope to the last minute that he
reach
here
afternoon
might
Friday
late,
The Mocking B}rd.
county who had returned from service ir
a celebration last Friday.
Plans were

|

but later

word

was

received that

in

an

The mocking bird is a native of
attempt
get away from Portland, the America and the West Indies, and is
;
was
plane
pitcbpooled by soft ground, remarkable for its vocal
powers and
and slightly damaged.
for its faculty for Imitating other bird*
mu ror me unavoidable delays or tbe
as well as different sounds which it
airplane, caused by the weather, and hears. Its voice Is full and musical,
the
weather
of
threatening
Friday and capable of modulation, from the
been
morning, Ellsworth would have
clear tone of the woodthrush to the
thronged Friday with soldiers and scream of the
eagle.
their friends.
Hut the weather cleared
before noon, and Ellsworth went ahead
with its celebration.
Good Stain Mixture.
Comparatively few
from out-of-town were present, but the
Take an ounce of sal-ammoniac and
parade at 2 o’clock mad. a good showing.
salt of tartar, mix and pour uver^hem
The procession formed on High street at
a pint of soft water.
Dip Into It those
2 o’clock, and was led by M. Y. McUown,
parts of a white article stained with
chairmau of the paraae committee, and
wine, fruit or mildew. After the stains
W. J. Clark, jr., who acted as a master of have thus been removed, wash in the
ceremonies for the day. In line were the
usual manner,
Ellsworth band, Walter Smith costumed
as Uncle Sam, automobiles w ith G. A. R.
3hbmtsrr..tm«
veterans, naval reserves, led hy Commandant Marshal of the East Lamoine
to

station and

Ralph Cunningham, the boys
of tbe army returned from service, led
by
Lieut. Robert P. King, tbe Ellsworth
fife and drum

Hood’s

corps and Ellsworth lire

mover

Mayor

in the

Hagerthy,

the

and

Ma.ir by

(bOOK
ply

an-

nouncing the accident to the airplane in
Portland was also read.
In the evening at Hancock ball the
junior class of the Ellsworth high school
presented its play, “Kube and His Ma,”
which soldiers and sailors were guests
of the city, and this was followed
a
at

by

is

le

Actual
Cost
Servant?

of

Ap-

and lot in Ellsworth. Very reasonHarry L. Crabtrrb.

terms.

for the

CONDITION

able.

)

Terms reason*
Mrs. Mary Stinson,

Jfrmalt Sfclp Sfiantxfc.
experienced cook for a ramp of sh-'ot
26 persons. July
at.d August.
M. L.
Kenyon. 136 West 1j8 street. New kork city.

AN

('tX

I EL

ave.,

to assist in housework; no cooking
to do.
Mbs. J.
a. French. 80
Birch

KUswortn.

HOTEL HELP WANTED
WOMEN and girls wanted for best
ye«r around hotels in Maine; 26
waitresses, fine tip hotels; also chamber,
kitchen, dish, laund/y and scrub women,
chefs, pastry and all-around cooks. Bell and
bu* s boys, second
ana
third cooks for
hotel positions. Apply always to Maine Ho
tkl Agency, new
quarters, 90 Main street.
Established
87
sears.
300 girls
Bangor.
wanted for best summer hotels.
Inclose
sUmp for reply. Pew high grade housework

Each

U. S

-OF THE-OF THE--

Ellsworth, in

at

Bueksport. in the State of Maine,
close of business on May 12,191®.

at

Loans and discounts, including rediscounts.#265,199

|

...

CamUnfa

BOSTON.^

legal

is hereby given that the following
have oeen made bv the
Probate Court within and for the county of
Hancock, state of Maine:
Fannie I. Helmuth. late of the city, county
and state of S-w York, deceas'd. William
Tod Helmuth and Fannie 1. hdgert n, both
of said New York, appointed executors of the
last will and its lament and codicil of aaid
deceased; date of qualification May 6. a. d.
1919.
Not being residents of ibe State of
Maine they have appointed Kenneth McLean
of Bar Harbor, Hancock county, State of
Maiue, their agent In aaid State of Maine
Alice Lemiey. late of Far Hills, county of
Somerset and state of New Jersey ddbeastd.
Lillie A. McKeand of the city of Ottawa,
tatiada. appointed ex.'cutnx of the last wilt
and testament of said deceased; date of
qualification May 6, a. d. 1919 Not being a resident
of the Slate of Maine, she has appo tiled A.
H. Lynam of Bar Harbor. Han^tck
county.
State of Maine, her agent in said State of
Maine.
Eben ti. Preh e late of Sallivan, In aaid
county, deceased.
Josephine H. Preble of
aatd Sullivan, appointed executrix of the
last will and testament of said deceased; date
of qualification May llad 1919
1

Barney B. Havey, late of Sullivan, in aaid
county, dmassed. Andrew P. Havey. of said
Sullivan, appointed administrator of the es
»ate of said deceased; dale of
qualification
May ft, a d 19>».
Linnie L. Cunningham, late of Bar Harbor,
in aaid ooanty. deceased. Fred a. Holmes ol
Belfast, State of Maiue. appointed administrator of the estate of aaid deceased; date of
qualification May 6, a. d. 1919.
Herbert ttedman. late of Bueksport. in said
county, deceased
Mary E Kedman of said
Bueksport. appointed administratrix of the
estate of said deceased; date ol
qualification
May 6. a. d. 1919.
Thomas N. Graves, late of Northeast Harsaid c muty,
bor, in
deceased.
Alice T.
(Jraves of said Nort ea«t Harbor,
appointed
administratrix of the estate of said deceased;

they

t

against the same
BERTRAND E.
A true copy.

CLARK. Judge of Probate.

Attest—Roy C. Hainrs, Register.

Sheriff.

d. 19i9.

C. Bastes Fordney. late of Mobile, Alabama,
de. eased. Alice H Bcott of F.llsworth. Hencock County. Elate of Mtiue. appointed ad
mi ms* rat ru of
the estate of said deceased;
date of qualification April
a. d. 1*19.
James Adair, late of Bar Harbor, in said
county, deceased Elliott N. Benson of aaid
Bar Harbor,
appointed administrator of the
rsukte of aaid deceased; aau of qualification
May U. a. d. 1919.

George F. Mitchell, late ol Sorrento, in said
county deceased W. B Blatadell of Sullivan,
in said county,
appointed adoiiniati ator of
lha estate of said deceased; date of qualification May 13, a. d. 191*.
Calvin Davis, lata of Penobscot, in said
ccamy. deceased. Albert P. Leect. of Penobscot, in aaid
county appointed administrate*
of the estate of said dreeaeed; date ol qualification May *3. a di. 1919.
Clara M. Gray, late of Penobscot, In said
county, deceased Albert P. L.-ech of said
Penobscot, appointed administrator of tbe
estate of aaid deceased;
data of qualification
May it. a. d liia.
Prances J Laskey. Isle of Castine, in said
bounty, deceased
John vL Vogrll of said
Casttuc, appointed ad mini sir ator of the estate of said deceased; data sU
qua; ideal lor.
May IS, a. d. wu
Mtunie W ret on Pike, a person of unsound
mind of Gouldsooro. iu saui
county. Marlon
Ray of said Goulds boro, a4*poioted guardian
of aaid Miiuale Weston Pine; dale of uu.Ltfication May A a. d. 16.9.

j

Dat*d at Ellsworth, kb Said county, this
twenty-eighth day of May, a. d. 1919.
Roy C. Hainan. Register.
NOT|CM

J

OF

FORfeCLOHUBK.

Kverard H. Greely. of Eden.
mor gage deed dated
by
December
6. 1907. recorded the sauit day In Rook 445.
of the Hancock county. Mains,
page 148
registry of deeds, conveyed to me .he under
sigurd, with other real estate, a parcel of land
in Ellsworth in aaid county, described as
follows in said mortgage, viz:
Also another
oi property si usied on Frsaklin street
piece
in said city of Ellsworth, known ss the P» Kgv
Turne. lot. bring the same lot conveyed uv
A. F. Buruhsm. executor of Elisa
Turner, to
Monroe Young and Kverard H. Greely dated
•flax 17, 18?h. recorded in Hancock county
registry of deed, Tolume I&i. page 479. to
which deed mud record thereof express refer
ence is made for a more particular
deacnp
lion;” and whereas the couditiou of said
mortgage has been broken, now, therefore, by
rezn-o ol the breach thereof I claim a foreclosure of said rnortg ge.
CaaaiB E. Babb*.
Ellsworth. Maine, May 15. 1919.

\trHIUlBA8
his
M

having been pre
thereupon beretn-

ordered: That
persona interthis order to be
published three weeks successively in the
Ellsworth American, a
newspaper published
at Ellsworth, in said
county, that they may
appear at a probate court to be held at Ells
worth on the tenth day
of June. a. d.
1919 at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
and be heard thereon if
they see cause.
b. reby
thereof he given to afl
*>>’ causiug a copy of

ferson* interested to either of the eshereinafter named:
At a probate court held at ElUworth, in auo
lor the county of Hancock, on tbe thirteenth
day of May. in tbe year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and nineteen
and by adjournment from the sixth day of
said May, a. o. l»li» term of said court.
toaii

tates

Benjamin Gathercole, late ol Cole brook.
New Hampshire.deceased
Petition filed by
Isabel Young. Nellie Young and Elizabeth
Young, executors, that toe amount of the Inheritauce tax on said estate be determined by
judge of probate.

a

Marina t
iiuntb, late of Ambers*. In add
County, deceased. Ur ariew M. HaiiL'i ..f **id
Amherst, appointed *1 minis rator of tbe
estate of said d* erased; date of qualification
May 6, a. d. 1919.

—

tbe

«

Harris Dunha
late of Ellsworth in aaid
count), deceased.
Henry ouniuui of said
Ellsworth, spool cited administrator of tr.e
estate of a id deceased; date of qualification
May fi, a. <1. Wi9

TIMBER*AS

notice

qualification May

dale of

l*rgal

necessary charges of sale.
Dated at Hiaworth, Maine, this twentyseventh day of May, 1919
Warns W. WmooTT,

Oxiaa B. Pvt ten rill, late of Hancock, in aaid
oountr, deceased
Hervey H Scammon of
aatd Hancock appointed executor of ihe last
will tud tSMsmrot of said deceased: date of
qualification May 6. a. d. 1919.
Addle B- Farmer, late of Verona, in said
county, deceasr*.
Annie J.
McCaslla of
Uuckapori, In .-aid county, appointed executrix of the last will and testament of said deceased: date of qualification
May g. a. d. 1919.
Jeremiah Hurley, late of Ellsworth. In said
county, deceased.
Margaret Hurley of said
Ellsworth, appointed administratrix of the
estate of »*id deceased; date of
qualification
May ft. a. d. 1919.

[Directors.

af.er

1
To r.ll

I^OTICB
1a
appointments

j

following matters
for the action
THEtented
Indicated, it is

Notice*

kohatk notickn

..

>

Wltneu, UERTBANO E. CLARK, Jndgr of
Mid Court, »t Eli,worth, this twentieth i'I'HE following matiers
having been preduy of May in the year of our Lord one
X
tented for the action thereupon herein
tbouaand nine hundred and nineteen.
after indicated, it is hereby ordered:
That
notice thereof be given to a l persons
Soy C. Haines. Kegiater.
interA true copy.
» copy of lhi. ordor 10 be
Attest: —Rot C. Hainm, Register.
publi.hed three week. .ucreMi.elj in tbe
.tT"0*.”.'* “«"»P»Prr publiebed
of officers and corporators elected at at Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
appear at a probate court to be held at Ells°t Hancock
«tin$
Sav.IDnLM‘“
County
worth, on
the third day of June a. d.
ings bank. Ellsworth. Maine. May 12. 1919.
lbe dock in

LIST

Reward,

for any case that it fails to
of testimonials
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toled<
Ohio Sold by 11 Druggists, 7ftc.

machinist/^

|

Sledged

A

it any they have

S. Shipping Board

—-

—

cause,

schools of U.

coastai****

I

..

I^AKEN

a

at

FREE COURSE IN NAVIGATION, six weeks, fits for third mate'*
Hr
or higher; open to men of two year*' deck experience, ocean or
**• •
equivalent in fisheries, or on lake, bay or sound.
FREE COURSE IN MARINE ENGINEERING, one month, fit* f0r
assistant engineer's license or higher, open to men of mechainval und eng
tng experience, including locomotive and stationary engineer*.
marine engines, graduates of technical schools and marine oiiers and *
*te
tenders
Navigation Schools, Mass. Inst of Technology. Cambridge. Mas*.,
and Portland. Me ; Engineering School. Mass. Inst, of Technology.
APPLY AT SCHOOL. OR STREET FLOOR, CUSTOM HOUSE.

....

P

Hundred Dollar
cure. Send for lit

DECK OFFICERS
ENGINEERS

90

1

ALICE

secure

and

Total 'oans. 166,199 90
Notes and
bills rediscounted
than
(other
RESOURCES
bank acceptances sold)
11.850 00
Foreign bills of exchange
Loans and discounts, Inor
drafts sold with in#151391 78
cluding rediscounts
dorsement of thla bank,
243.349 90
Total Iosns...#154,591 7»
and
Overdrafts, unsecured5 17 Overdrafts, secured
unsecured
637 80
U.S. bonds deposited to
U. 8. bonds deposited to
secure circulation
(par
secure circulation (par
value)
#50.000 00
value;. 50.00000
U. S. bonds aud certificates
U. 8. bonds and certificates
or indebtedness pledged
of indebtedness
to secure U. 8. deposits
pledged
to secure U. 8. deposits
5.C00 00
(par value'.
(par value)
16.000 00
U. 8. bonds and certificates
U.
8.
bonds
and
certifiof indebtedness loaned
18.0U) 00
cates of
indebtedness
Premiums ou U. 8. bonds
68,000 00
as collateral for
Liberty loan bonds. 8**, 4
tale or other deposits or
and 4V4 per cent., unbills payable.
60.000 00
500 00
pledged
U. 8. bonds and certifiLiberty loan bonds, 8**. 4
cates
of
indebtedness
and 4*4 percent, pledged
owned and unpledged
60,000 00
10 secure State Or otner
Premium on U. 8. bonds
185.000 00
500 00
deposits or oills payable,
Ltbertv loan bonds. 3**,
Bonds (other than U. 8.
4 and 4*4 per cent, unbonds) pledged to secure
pledged. 12.780 00
postal savings deposits.
8,090 00
Liberty loan bonds, 8^9. 4
Securities other than U. 8.
and 4*4 per cent., pledged
bonds
(not
including
to secure U. 8. deposits.
15.000 00
stocks)owned unpledged. 163.58] 29
Liberty loan bonds. 6**,
Total
securibonds,
4 and
4*4
per
cent.,
ties, etc. other than U 8,
171361 29
pledged to secure 8tate
Stock of Federal Reserve
or olber
bank ^50 per cent, of subdeposits or bills
payable.
20,000 00 47,750 00
00
scription)
1,700
Hoods other than U. 8.
Value of banking house,
bonds pledged to secure
owned
and
unincumU. 8. deposits.
10.009 00
bered.
16.966 20
Securities
other
than
Equity in banking house-.
16366 20
U. 8. bonds
Furniture and fixtures
(not in1,097 95
Real estate owned other
cluding stocks) owned
than hanking house.
unpledged
99,174 67
5349)9
Collateral trust and other
Lawful reserve with Fednotes of corporations is
eral Reserve bank.
21,418 17
sued
for
not
less
than
Cash in vault and net
one year nor more than
amounts due from Nathree years' time.
tional banks.
16348 00
34,700 61
Total
bonds, securities,
Net amounts due
from
etc., other than V. 8...
126 122 67
banks,
bankers.
and
Stocks, other than Federal
trust companies.
37365 44
Reserve bank stock
Total of items.....
2JN8D
71.76606
Stock of Federal Reserve
Redemption fund with U.
bank.(60 per cent of sub8. treasurer
and dne
from U. 8. treasurer.
scription)..
1300 00
2,509 CO
Furniture and fixturesInterest earned but not
7.000 00
Rest estate owned other
collected, approximate,
than banking house-on notes
and bills re
1,100 00
ceivable not past due.
2.260 90 Lawful reserve with Fed*
•ral Reserve bank..
18J67 48
Cash in vault and net
amounts due from
ns
LIABILITIES.
tionalbsnks—.
14,267 12
Checks on other banks in
stock
in
Capital
paid
#50,000 oe
the same city or town as
Surplus fund.
4.000 00
reporting bank.-.
1,117 18
Undivided profits.
#14.704*4
Total of items.
I5„rw as
Less current expenses, inChecks on banks located
terest, and taxes paid2.72k 81
II >75 88
outside of cit> or town of
out
Circulating notes
sporting bank and other
standing.
49.296 00 |
cash items..
906 62
Net amounts due to naRedemption fund with U.
tional banks.
8*
3,908
8.
treasurer
and
due
Certified checks outstandfrom U. 8. treasurer2.600 00
ing
7191
iVar Savings Certificates
Cashier’s checks on own
and Thrift Stamps actuhank outstanding.
80S 11
ally owned.
639 00
Total of items.
4.728 8k
Individual deposits subTotal...#663,467 63
156.24*89
ject to check.
Certificates
of
LI ABI LITI KS.
deposit
due in less than 80 days.
Capital stock paid in.
(other than lor money
#60,000 00
iurplus fund.
10.000 oc
borrowed).
5,22*11
Undivided profits. #12398 94
Total of demand
de-ews
current expenses, in
posii»(otLer than bsnk
tereat and
taxes
9*581 00
paid,
3,502 94
deposits) subject to reout•«rve.
Circnlating notes
156.475 0*
Postal savings deposits,
standing.
an.ooooo
2415 58Set amounts due to NaOther time deposits.
22MB* 93
tional banks.
Total
of
time
de3,086 04
Set amounts due to banks,
to
reposits subject
bankets and trust com
5*
281.461
Other United States deposP*n‘e*.
1,88# 06
Certified checks ou island
its, including deposits
of
ink.
(J.
S.
2*7 51
disbursing
Cssner’a
checks
on
own
officers.
5,032 49
bank outstanding.
25^*#1 58
Total of items..
S.928 19
Total._ #5!S. 12680
Individual deposits subject
STATE OF MAINE.
to check.
114373 42
Certificates of deposit due
County OF Hancock sa:
Parker
8.
I,
in less than 3U days (other
Kennedy, cashier of the above-named bank,
than
for
money bordo solemnly swear (bat the above rtateisK Ut j
rowed).7354 14
is true to the best of my knowledge and beDividends unpaid
492 0u
liefPakkxk 8. Kennedy. Cashier.
rotal of demand deposits
Subscribed and sworn to before me this .0th
bans de
(other than
of
1919.
lay
May,
posits} subject to reserve. ZJl.719 56
Wiley C. Conarv.
Certificates
of
deposit
(other than for money
Notary Public.
Correct—Attest:
borrowed)
5,000 00
Hher time deposits.
Thomas F Mason,
2X4.4 * 94
rotal of tiuiedeposits subFred S- B to duett,
ject to reserve-- 2*9.406 94
Harry R. * loot. ins. )
ar loan deposit account*
17,400 00
Jiher United Stakes dedeposits,
including
JNicttff*
of U. 8. disbursposits
ing officer*.
11,400 00
NOTICE or FOKF.aO.HlKK.
Rills- payable, with Federal Reserve bank.
40,000 00
Herbert W. Joyce and Dorlila
v v
Joyce, bMh of Swan’s Island, county
Total.
63
#463,457
of Hancock* State of Maine
by tneir mort- Liabilities for rediscounts,
gage deed dated July 26. 1906, and recorded
those
with
including
in the registry of deeds foe the county of HanPedersl Reserve bank...
11,350 00
cock. in book m. page 84. conveyed in mortgage to Charles C. BurriU. late of Ellsworth,
Total coaiingent liabilities,
fll,«500Ci
iu said countv, all my real euate and all
Of the total loans and discounts shown
right, title and interest in and to any and ail
above, the amount on which interest and dls
real estate now owned by ua or either of u*
count was charged at rates in excers of those
situated in tne county of Hancock either
permitted by law (Sec. 5197, Rev. Mint.), exunder recorded or unrecorded deeds or how
clusive of notes upon which total charge no*
ever the wante may be situated either in law
j 10 exceed
or in
5c cents was made, was $2,606.*);
quity and all oar rights privilege-* and
the number of such loans was 63.
eiHemeu.a iu, over and upon all real estate la
!
the said county of Hancock; and whereas the
STATE OF MAI SB.
said Charles C. Rurrill
died testate, sad
whereas the last will and testament of said
Ooujctv ok Hancock sa.:
1, Edw. F. Small,
Charles C. Burriil has hues duly proved and
.■ashicr
of
the above-named
do
bank,
allowed by the probate court wilhiu and for
swear that the above statement Is
loltiualy
said county of Hancock. State of Maine; and
:rue to the beat o! my knowledge and belief.
Whereas I. the undersigned, have hocus
I
duly
Eow. F. Small. Cashier,
appointed admioiatratrix de (xmu nw with
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 24th
will annexed of the eaiate of sai
Charles C. 1
lay of May, 1919.
Burriil bj s»id probate court, and whereas
D. E. HUBLitv,
the conditions of said mortgage nsve bteu
and still reoia u broken, uou. therefore,
Notary Public.
by
Correct—Alter.:
reason of the said breach of the said con
Lawis Hoot.kins,
ditions of said mortgage. I, the
j
undersigned,
Cbah
R.
a kill.
Be
Directors.
administratrix de bonis non with will an
U C. JoaoAN,
nextd of the estate of aid CbailesC- Burriil
as afoieaaid claim a fo ecloauro of said mortgage and give this notice for that pur, oae.
To all person* interested in either of the esSakah Bt’RhiLL TaTLBY.
tates hereinafter named.
Administratrix de bonis non with w 11 annexed of the estate of Charles C. burriil. At a prootte court held at Ellsworth, in and
D
E.
lot the county o( Hancock, on the twentieth
By
Hmley, her a'to.’uey.
3
Ellsworth. May 15,1«U.
day of May iu the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and
nineteen
and by adjournment from the thirteenth
► HKKlU 's 8 * LE.
day of May. 1919 term.

How many American housewives
understand the actual cost of a maid?
In engaging a household helper the
places.
average woman figures only on what
the maid asks as wages. The food
spinal ^.oiiu*.
she eats, the light she uses, the dishes she breaks and the material she
NOTICE.
wastes are not considered.
is to notify and warn al) persons
It would
or
against
harborint my wife.
trusting
he diffluclt to figure such items cor- Sarah
E Gray of Souih Brooksvilie on my *c|
rectly, but the amount is consider- I count, as I shall pay no bills of her contractable. becau e a maid does not have ing alter this date.
Lewis G. Gray.
the interest of ownership
to make
j Camden. Me May 27. 1818.
things go as far as possible. The
£JtOUBftU}n«t t&loL
extra man about the
place is also
worthy of consideration as an item of
expense.
H
b C *) T I
A hous ?wife who is trying to econSPECIALTY MADE OF
omize by doing her own work should,
TYPEWRI1 1NG, ACCOUNTING AM)
GENERAL
at present prices, reckon at least $5
LERM'AL WORK.
Agent Union *afe Deposit & Trust Co., ol rut
per week for the items mentioned
land, for torutsbiUK Probate aud Surety Hour
Should she save $5 ,in wages, it will Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter
supptiei
be equivalent to $10 weekly.
Removed to 1 School St..
Ellsworth, a**.
a
Many
woman is thus saving for a
STATE OV MAINE
future need, education for the chil
RAN KLIN FARROW, M. DM
Coo j* tv OF Hancock:
to
dren,
own a home, or some othei
May 27. 1618.
on
execution wherein John H.!
worthy object. Of course she invest!
Br« suanan, as collector of taxes fo the
WEST BROOKS VI LLE, ME.
in War Savings Stamps, but does sh<
city off Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock i
realize that from her savings as hei Telephone 12-4
West Brooksvi'le State of Maine, for the year 1816. is plaintiff
and *sx Jones and Reuben Nagtr. non- I
own home worker she could
resident owners of real e ta e sit a ed iu
buy tw<
Kliawt rth, coun y and State aforcstid, and
stamps where now she buys one?
Pitting Glasses a Specially
whose residence is unknown to the plaintiff
She may wish to teach her littl.
are defendants, and
will be sold at public
auction at the offle of D E.
daughter thrift, as well as househoh
Hurley Main
ILtfls. A’rtax*.
street. Ellsworth. Hancock countv. Maine, on
duties. In that case, why not pa;
Monday, the thirtieth day of June, 1919, at ten
STATE Of MAINE.
o’clock in the *or*noon. the following real es
her a small wage for washing dishes
tat. with the buildings thereon, situated in
p'00*l<' =oort held at
dusting, etc. She could also teacl 1i hilsworth, in andi*
Hancock county.
tor aaid
Maine, and
ol H.ncocx, Ellsworth,
described
the child to Invest a portion of th' I on the sixth day ot county
aa follows, to wit:
Hotel Farmer,
May, in the year Green
ol our Lord one thousand nine
Lake, two him'red
*qaare rods,
hundred
sum in Thrift
and
Stamps, and thus brini nineteen.
bounded north by shore of Green Lake, south
by road leading to lake, east by land of Ralph
CERTAIN instrument
down the proverbial two birds, teach
purporting to be Sargent,
aud west by land of Ralph
a copy of the last will and
Sargent.
testament
usefulness
and thrift
Ing
The execution upon which said sale is to be
ot
made
i‘
dated
M*y 16, 1919. sued on a JudgDAVID JAMES KING, late of NEW
YORK, ment rendered May 8, 1919, by the supreme
in the county of NEWr YORK, and state
for Hancock
Judicial court in an
county,
Maine, for the sum of thirty seven dollars
of NEW YORK,
and thirtv eight cents, debt or Ja
age and
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
dol ars and forty-eight cents
twenty-six
$100
$100
state of New York, duly authenticated,
bav
coets of suit, in a suit brought for the
purpose
ing beeiS presented to the judge of probate of
Tbe readers of this paper will be pleased t
enforcing a lien under revised statutes of
for
our said county of Hancock for the
learn that there is at least one dreaded di^eas
purMaine, chapter 11. section 18, for taxes asP°8e ot being allowed, filed and recorded in
that science has been able to cure in all it
sessed in said city of Ellsworth in the
year
the probate court of our said county of Han1 16
stages and that is catarrh. Catarrh beir
Said Judgment was rendered by said
cock.
court against
greatly influenced by constitutional con f
the defendants above named
dittoes requires constitutional
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to and against the land and uildlngs thereon
treatioeu
all persons interested therein,
Hall's
Catarrh
Medicine is taken
in
by publishing above described, and said sale is for the purternaliy and acts through the blood on th t a copy of this order tbrt e week* successively pose of enforcing such lien. As provided by
ihe Ellsworth
mucous surfaces
of
the system thereb
American, a newspaper said statute I shall at the time and place
\ rimed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hanabove appointed, sell on said execution for
destroying the foundation of the disease, giv
iogtbe patient strength by building up th e cook, prior to the third day of June. a. the least undivided fractional part of said
constitution and assisting nature in doing it »
,#18* that
at
m»y
a
appear
probate above described real estate and buildings
?•
tpey
work. The proprietors have so much fait
court then to he he d at Ell worth, in and for
thereon that any person bidding will take
said county of Hancock, at ten
in the curative powers of Hall's Catarr
o'clock in the and pay the amount due on the execution,
with ail
Medicine that
forenoon, and show
offer One

THIS

to

In preparation for license examinatioas aa

the

RESOURCES.

the

men

FREE TRAINING

State of Maine, at theck>se
of business on May 13. 1919.

Bueksport National Balk

MARINe"

MERCHANT

Opportunity is prcseut«d experleaeed

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK
at

—

season.

CVJTTAGE,Inquir«4of
Surry. Me.

SERVICE IN THE HOME
What

STOVE in first-class condition.
Fred G. Smith, Ellsworth.

2Co 2.rt.

success.

Committees having incurred bills, or
•uy having bills against tbe celebration,
are requested to present them at once to
Walter J. Clark, jr.

1, HOOP CO,. Lowell. Miss.

■

to

able
HOUSE

free dance, with excellent music by
Higgins’ orchestra of eight pieces. Altogether, tbe celebration so hastily planned
was a

c

JFor Sale.

prime

celebration. A telegram

The spor* Medicine
the Blood
Creates an Appetite
Makes the Weak Strong

^arcanarilla
^3rSaPaf*l*a
Purifies

department. Tbe boys of the service received an ovation along the line.
After the parade disbanded, the band
gave a concert in the square, and a special
picture show, free to soldiers and sailor*,
was given at the Bijou. Cheers were
given
for tbe boys of the service, for the
band,
and for

REPORT op

CONDITION

Mrs.

AT

Sbbrrtt*tmtru"

Bank Statement

REPORT OF

ARVILLA FOSTER.

MRS.
PUBJ ISHEO

HANCOCK COUNTY

National Bank StatfmmtB.

OBITUARY

£l)c tfrllssunth ^Vmcricai

!®li:heard
JL*n .of

rill,

trustee a.

COBPOBATOKS.
Ralph Weacott. O. W. Foss. W. a Alexin,
der, Harold P. Carter. J. H Brimmer. A. C.
Stover, H H. Harden, H rry a Smith w F
Chute. R. W Wakefield, G.
Worden’
H Uoulu, Harry K. Vo.*,
SvbuyUr Clnik M
D. Challo, P. E. Kearns, Wm.
Small Wm O
B B
T;»‘ker,C. W. Wiggm, l-ranx L. Heath Ui.it
Hodgkins, John M. Whitmore, Frank j. Dun
leavy, Cbas. J. Brown, a. E. Moore h £
Bowe. Chas. Alexander. F. C. Burrin’ H C
Stratton, H. C. Jordan. Chan. R.
11.
Attest:—Cbas. R. Bckbill, Clerk.

6.

thereon if they see cause.
Eugene Hale, late of Ellsworth, In said
county, decea.ed. Petition Sled by Clarence
*\rederlck Hale, executors of tbe
last will and testament of
said deceased,
the amount of the
inheritance tax on

bate1*
p'
Austin,
ment.

WaXJ; f°W wibytA-F>

j

the forenoon, and

be

OKK1CKKS.

A. E. Moore, president; C R
Burrlll, tress
urer; H. (.. Jordan. A. F. Burnham, F.
Q. Bur-

BurVi

“I
one

that
said

det*rtnined by tb« Judge of pro-

A“*tln * Co., of Ellsworth, in said
»od final account of Harry C.
surviving partner, filed f:r settle-

BEB-raANO E. CUBE. Judge of
Ellsworth, this thirteenth
tbe

y~* of

our

Lord

thousand nine hundred and ulneteen.
Roy C. Hamas, Register.
^
A true copy.
Attest:—Rov C. Hainks, Register.

^PtUCn.

ngraon.

Interests'! |„ Wll
tales hereinafter name.!:
rofl&*
At a probate conrt held at
Rii8wn„K
• or
the
h‘18
o
tl
county
00
alxth day of May. in me
Lord one thousand nlnehnnd'M
F
q

mciV

t

teen.

I^HR

following mut'e-i

sauted

h»v

n-

^

La».,ul

ioi me »« ivu
after indicated, it is herehe
notice thereof be given to a
ested. by qansing a copy of

orSfSS, ht,l1
!!|
»hunAD
pubil-becl there wreK nuclwit?" 10
Kllawortb American,
«nSJJv'J 6J"j
at Kllawortb. in aaid
uul,; i,u L H
appear ala
D

a

c.

worth,
d l»l».
nun be

pruoate vai11.. tx
on
the third day
at tan of tha rlm-k
beard thereon

n in.,

j

*

m

,7. j""'.

r.ecta.J’"

Edwin S. Hamilton, lata of Sam
A certain
county, deceased
,he
»**» and
said deceaaed. together with nelitlool

In.truii?,

P”m!a.*,°5s
te.uT,:
h*>T *M 'r ">* ‘PPoinunent ct theVd
without gielug
bond, presented
aray. tha

executor

by
therein natn.4.

Joeeph K. Houston. late

Rock,™,,

of

■aid

county, decease
A certain U, ,J
purporting to be the la.t .n; ,„d
of aaH deceaaed. logetner wild
probate thereof and for the appmVtmJ
the executrix without gietng
p,,.,
by Susan A. Houston, the executrix
named.

petmo,'
b.,5d.
[J

Leslie ('. Smith, late of
Bucaaport in
county, deceased. A certain m.iruru.i
porttug to be tbr last will and
aaid deceaaed, together with
pemioiiforl
bate thereof and for the npbetotro.ot J
exrcutiis without glslng bo„d. p.-rwttd
Oarrte M. Smith, the txacutrlx therein
ip
Agnes V. Kane, late of Sorrento. |.
county, deceaaed. A certain iBsUumrr.i
port ng to be the last wll and testin',
■ aid deceaaed.
together with Prliltn.
bate thereof and for 'he appomtinrQt
„|
exeeutor without gieing boo*,
png,;,
1.4*on A. Thompson,
the executor ts«
named.

lastaaJ

* barles E.
Johnson, late of Dedham.-.si
ccuoty, deceased. Aoertain ‘nsirurorati
porting to be the last will and
said decesae.de together with
petition fori
bate thereof and for the ap|wiotm*gi J
executrix without giving bond, prfwntfl
Mary J. Johnson, the exacutru tU
named.

tetucej

Kale McDonald, late of Ellsworth, is
county, deceased. A
certain
m»f.
purporting to be the last wUl and ter*
of said deceased, together wnh m it*
.ate
thereof and for the
pro
appoiots«j
Carrie K. Carney, as
admUiisirs-.r.i
the
will
ann-x.-d.
nr
presented
t*. Carney,
heir and deviac, n 'let
beiug named in said will.
>

Colburn 8. Higgins, late <*# Rvr Hr‘j
said rouaiy. deceased.
PauiUm tiu. m

s»

*iggins

or

some oauer

»ui,aole

appoint'd aduilnistrator of th* tiM
said
eceaeed, without bond, prewee
ssid Eldora s.
Higgling, vddovt ol m

ceased.

1 ho mas
Furbish, an Insane p*r*s
Bucs.porU iu «ud ootuxiy. Fifth tct
Wiley C. Con ry. guardian. a!t4

of

settlement.

Helen Suilivan, lata tl Aaolo. lull,
.Vcjoii
accost
of
Robert
(tardiuer aud
Thorns Huut. owa
Hied for settlement.
ce««eu.

Llewellyn C. Roberta, lake of Brookiti.i

said
l). t.

county, deceased. First account a
batto, administrator
dr bomu vt
for settlement.
Agnes F. Dnulco, late of Eliawonb. »
county, deceased. Second and fln* a.o
of Alice H Scott, administratrix, flltl
M-tlloinrnt.

Arthur L. FarnhAm. a minor of F«*n >
in aaid countv. Fourth acc* uni of IE. (iibba, guard Ian. filed for settlement
Charles ti. Veaxie. .'ate of « as’.lne. to
county, deceased. First sod fins', sccoi
Marion Hatch Butler. administratrix
tor settlement.
Vesta 8. Clement, late of Mount !>e*l
•aid county deceased
First and Cul
oount of Leroy 8.
CJriuent. ad mint*
ttled for settlement.
fleorge W’. Patten, late of EHawofth.il
Final account ol
oouuiy, deceased
J Patten, administratrix, tiled for
went.

Myer Freedman, late of Cresson. cool
Cumbria, state of Pennsylvania, <i«x
Petition ter license to collect and recent
tsiu personal properly at Bar Harbor n
Uautock county, belonging to the r*»
said deceaa>d.
presented by Hit
Katovskj of Pmiade.pbia, §t*u> of Vn
vsnia eaecul Is of the last will snd u*u
of said deceased
)
Llewellyn C Roberta, late of Brookivd
aaid county deceased. Petition filed bf
bo**
»
dt
via D.
batto. administrator
for Uaense to sell certain reai estate*
deceased, situated in said Brot'kawn*,
mows fully described in saU petition
William K. Dreer. late of Radnor. P«*
vaaia. dgcrased. Petition filed by
Oresr and Herbert O. Tul<. execute** •
last will and testament o* s*:d dec***
the atnoauk of the inheritance 111 *
estate of said deceased ae d< tenuis** *
Judge of Probate.
Cecil H. Hod so n 1st* of Bar HarM
smd county, deceased
Pew ion i8*.
saao»w P"
bda Haskell o' some other
appointed adraimai rator of
4. cea»«d, presented by Maud Eia »•
the oaother of said deceased.
John K (Jrindle, late of B.aeki' _*
county, deceased. A i< riam
por'ing to on the last wil *nd ****.,
*
said d. ceasea. together wits
*.
bale thereof and lor the appoint'
eaecotor without giving bond. P,-*j
oycurgus 8. (Jriudie, the rnF*""

Bie*^

Joseph H Johnson. 1st* of
county, deceased. Petition
Johnson or »ctne other saiiabi#
appoiuiei administratrix *t# *os»<
the will annexed of ths aatat- »»! **>a y
without giving bond, presented
§
Johnson, a legatee. The execs|®r
said will having died without b*
administered said estate.
Joseph Boyd Robert-on, let*®*
in said county, deceased
f>et,u,°e«id
Va a Marcia Robertson,
iice. se to sell certain real «•«»« ,
deceased, situated in that
Franklin
known M West Fra®
more fully described in said P*,llK
Joseph W. Woodward, a
mind of Penobscot, in said c°uut-',j|
filed by Albert
P. Leach, K°*“
license to sell certain real estsa
ward, situated in said Penobscot
lolly described in said petitionWitness BERTRAND E. CLARK.*
said Court
ELsworth.
at
day of May. in tbe y«*r of
one thousand nine hundred an
EOY C. tUl***-9"
A true copy.
W
Attest:—Boy 0.
*'

sdminDV*^
P*r\a

person®f]

J,

AliFEK

NOTICS^i

contracted «‘tbc»«

worth
Having
snpport sadI
used assistance during
to

tnsy
ting Jan

Ste

J**

1, 1*1*. sod are
Blle.orth, I forbid sll
on my nccounl.A* there ll'
accommodations to cere
Asencs
Fern bouse

ygi

,rJpi>
r#

■>.

gl**

BMMHMflriM

fllrti rrtisrmmr*

EM*WORTH KAILS.
Bank-Note Engraver*.
It is sale' that there are scarcely
more than 100 men in the whole world
who are trained to be expert bank-note

Harry Daria is runtime bia mother, Mrs.
Nellie Davis.
Charles Quinn, who has employment
with the Berlin Mills Co., is home fora
visit.

Bitter

Better

or

Mr. and Mrs.

boy last
Joseph.

pavs

Made from Cream of Tartar derived from
grapes

called him

trip

the

here for

Mrs.

Dorr, C. P.

©OC* HALL.
Wrr.

plans

Memorial

Sunday

ev-

cock hall

for the

year

ning memorial

u «*

the

union

a

llsu-

service

the

forenoon

from

the po^t

Lamoine

Ellsworth
44

44
McGown, J. A.,
Parsons, J. E.,
Lubec
Ellsworth
Scott, John,
44
Smith, M. 8.
There have been four deaths in the post
“inn- la«t
'emorial day
J. W. Armatronr D. L. Fields, John
H'gglns, A.

omitted.

Friday, Memorial day,
will be occupied by d ‘ilh

—

mrade*.
decorating graves of
I
Tbe regular Mem ntiday exercise* 'i*i W Saucer.
be he'd at 2 o’clock.
The order r»f
.* r
< Ol STY IKAI IIKK
cum* w 11 be m follow*:
in

Seln’iou.Bflsworih Bind
Praver
.Rev. K
II. Moyle
Selection..Chorus
Lite *iu‘# fietlysburg Ad r%m*

Enjoyable

Half

tio....Band
int
taction of speaker
...Mayor Haaerth*
Orate n.VI V. Moi.iwii
Star Spangled Hannrr. ...Band
Bat e liction.Rev J.
rick<e
ManicHa.

Count

meeting

v

Teachers'

scheduled to

meet

at

Eluworth. May 24, 1919.
Order .Vo. 1.

Northeast

of the

Hancock

association

was

Northeast Harbor,

l-

in

accordance

regulations of

our

with

the

rules

and

order, Friday, May 30,

will be observed in Ellsworth as Memorial
day. it is earnestly requested that flags

buildings and on the shipping be
<3is(le>ed at half-mast and that all places

on

business be closed between tbe hours
o’clock p. m. and four o’clock

of

of one

P11

of

post

will

a. m.

detachments from

proceed

to

the

several

ving cemeteries to decorate the graves
letters and sailors as follows:

Woodbine and 8t. Joseph’s Catholic
Of»
Urlea— Wm. 8ruall, Fred
Fields,
Ali»**rt Davis.
a

A

the

Congregational church—Charles

A

A

Ri'

first meeting was opened by prayer
by Rev. Mr. Brooks, and the singing of
“America.” W. E. Clark, president of
the association, then welcomed the superThe

citizens

ol

Floreuce

Hale

teachers
Northeast

behalf of the

in

Harbor.

then

spoke
Salaries for Better Teachers.”
At

1 30

on

Miss

“Better

was
called to
meeting
by
Clark, and two addresses
were giveu, one
by W. D„ Hall of Castilla normal school, on 44What Shall we
do in Physical
Education", and “The

order

the

Mr.

Waterville.

of
(be

n. rauen
vv.
oy aupi
After ibis address came

departmental

North Ellsworth-Benjamin

Mad-

«.

Ellsworth Fat's

ardson,

A.

W.

Ellis,

W. A.

Levi W\ Bennett.

turned

Charles Drumraey
Ellsworth and pitched

gathered fourteen hits, of which five were
off the higly “tooled'’ Pettee, the

doubles

Sullivan

pitcher.

The features of the game were the pitching of Drummey, the hatting of the whole
Ellswo th team, and the individual play-

ing of Fortier in right held, who accepted
four difficult chances, oue a shoe-string
catch while

on

the dead run, with men on
five of Ells-

He also drove in

bases.

by his timely bitting.
championship for this part of
runs

session as

follows:

department, Mias Abbie Buck,
chairman-Talk by Miss Hale.
Grade department, D. W. Rollins, chairman
Talk by Miss Nellie iiavey.
Secondary department, E. L. Liuscott,
chairman Talk by J. L. Taylor. One of
Rural

interesting things which characterthis sessson was an exhibition by
three students of Gilman high school of
typewriting by music, which has been
successfully introduced by Mr. Clark during the pant year.
After the departmental session, a lunchized

not

teams.

Han-

be

to

played

off at

all star

an

team

from the

won

high school boys. The game
does not count, however, in thechampion-

ship

race

cock

county, for not only

among the

academy boys

high
on

schools of Hanwere

there but

the

team, but the
generouoly con-

short

of “Bear”

Osgood,

the

and

escort tbe

orator of tbe

with

two

vtiy

well rendered

musical

se-

Hancock ball, where the memorial lections by the grade children of Northaddress will be given by Monroe Y. east Harbor, under the direction of Misa
McOowu of Ellsworth.
Mayor A. C. I Martha Palmer, supervisor of music. A
wand drill was also well given by the
Hagerthy w ill preside.
alter
At the close of tbe service tbe comrades seventh and eighth grade girls,
will again torrn in line and return to which J. K. Ryan gave an interesting and
instructive lecture, “Visual Instruction.”
their hail and disband.
w as followed by a violin solo by Miss
IV. All soldiers and sailors of the late This
Hbeilia Bain, one of the seventh grade
tbe
Bpanisb-American war,
American
legion, the wot.iaa’s relief corps, sons of pupils.
Dr. Thomas expressed his appreciation
tbe veterans, all fraternal orders, the
of Mr. Clark’s efforts and hard work to
mayor aud members of tbe city governmake the meeting a success, and his
ment, and citizens generally, are cordially
invited to take part in the observance of thanks to the people of Northeast Harbor
for their hearty welcome and hospitality.
the day.
The meeting was adjourned until 9
William Small,
when
Dr.
o’clock Saturday morning,
Poat Commander.
Thomas spoke on “Teaching Thrift
Rohtkr of tbe post.
through W. S. 8.” after which a question
Following j, lhe ro#ter
H. box was conducted by him.
Wm
Bice posl.G. A. K„
At the busiuess meeting the following
to-day:
Boult, WlU,,m. Commander
Kill worth officers were elected;
Comuclc, Win. J., 8. y. C.
President, K. JL Sinclair, West Gouldsboro: vice president, Prin. Irvin Small,
Coon, Ja"-e« L., J. V. c.
•«
Bar
Harbor: secretary, Miss Helen Greeley,
Benneit, L. W., AdjuUut
Ell*. Felli Northeast Harbor.
to

Fred Robinson and wife

have gone to

Bangor, where they have employment.
Etta Gifford of Gleasondale, Mass.,
to care for her sister,
Mrs.
Carrie Stratton, returned home Monday.
Miss

came

»

Alexander in Bangor.

Maddocks

visited

PM

t5 65 *1

10|

AM

A

115 80

If

*1 00

.'
via
..{.
4 50
Portsmnulfaar;. t» 26 *4 80

..I.|.!..

ar.j

111.
t» 15AM
; A M i A M
HARBOR.
BANGOR TO BAR
A M
I
P M I
P M
Boston via
|.. ...1.1.
Portsmouth lv.*10 00
7 00
Boston via
j.i.1..
Dover lv.!. i
f8 0C.
P M

AM

AM

AM

PM

tl 20.fll Of 10 45
t6 06 tlO 80 t8 8C $7 00
6 12 10 37
7 06
8 86
8 64
7 28
6 84 10 59
7 32
McKenzie’s.j..fll 04
f« 41 fll 07 f4 08 f7 86
Phillips Lake .*
6 61 11 18
4 13
7 44
Oreeu Lake ....(.
7 66
Nicolin.
f7 01 11 32 f4 21
8 09
7 14 11 47
4 «
Ellsworth Falls.
8 16
4 40
7 22 11 53
Ellsworth
;.
4 51 f8 22
7 37 12 00
Wash’gt’n June.
8 81
f7 46 fl2 t8 f4 59
Franklin Road.
8 40
Hancock.
7 55 12 17 5 06
Waukeag, E Fy. 7 59 12 21 5 08 8 48
Mt Desert Fy ar. t8 06 tl2 30 |5 15 §8 60
Portland.lv1.
Bangor.lv;.
Brewer June., j.
Holden.

...

j

Sullivan-.

18 30

...ar

9 00

Sorrento.|.
Bar

Harbor

..ar.

...

9 86
t« 30 tl 20 t6 Ofl
PM
AM
{AM, PM
on notice to conductor.

f Stops on signal or
•Daily, f Daily, except 8unday.
only.
DANA G.

$ Sunday

DOUGLASS,
Federal .Manager.

M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.
Portland, Maine.

Ellsworth Steam Laundry

Clothing

/Ul Kinds if Laundry Work.

Repairing and

NAPHTHA CLEANING

Goods called for and delivered
Special attention to parcel post work
H. B- ESTEY A CO., Proprietors

FRIEND
Ellewcrth

Ellsworth. Me

State Street.

THE GREAT SACRIFICE SALE

her sis-

still

on

at the Gi ENCOVE HOTEL
SLAL

Builder of Pagoda.
The Burman. if he >r ,ulres wealth,
must also nr
Ire
r—"Kurha”—
and this ho
ist do by building a
pagoda on \vhr»h shall be s»>t out on
a
marble slnl» how much money he
spent on building it. Hr likes people
to address him as “Bunder of a Pagodu.” and he will say to his wife before others: “Oh, wife of a builder of
a pagoda !”

cotton.

Must be sold at

friends here goes out to
family. The body was

Ma«s., May 2.
Hinckley, a son.

River for

interment.

May 26.

Ahk.

Harry Ooolidge
Hoyt and wife of
ovar Sunday.

and

wife

Brewer

and

were

Charles
in town

Bloomfield Smith, who has been in
Florida for two years, is here for the
summer.

27.

N.

|

IN MK.HOKIAK.
ROYAL.
oar dear daugh- I
Grace, who paased away May 29. 1917.
Mb. and Mrs. Charlhh Q. Royal.

H. W. DUftIM
Manufacturer and dealer in

Monuments, Tablets
Ell a worth and Bar

and Marble
and Markers
Harbor,

Also Some

Good

* Trades in Second-

Hand Draft Horses
and Drivers.

CASH OR TERMS

CORRESPONDENCE

TO SUIT.

SOLICITED.

MAINE

Forsaith Stable,

loving remembrance of

High Grade Granite

Stable

ELLSWORTH,

EAST LAMOINK.
Arthur Hamor, who has been working
at Darre’s mill, Hancock, is home.

best

M. R. CARLISLE

Mb. and Mrs. Herman Gray.
Florence A. Gray.

ter

Sale

matched.

CAKI» OF 1 HAN K>
fit- e wish to extend our most sinceic thanks
to our many friends|for their kindness,
V?
help and sjrapathy during the long illness
*nd lather; especially for the
o: husband
many beautiful dowers.
Mrs. Inez J. Newman.
WlLBY O. NbWMaN.
Ann K. Newman.

IN

are

HOLMES

weight, 2500 to
3600, a pair, well

DIED.
BLACK—At Cape
Rosier, May 20. Nelson
Black, aged 51 years, 10 months, 21 days.
FOSS-At IIareo.;fc. May
27, Frink Foss,
aged 32 years.
FOSTER-At Ellsworth, May 23, Mrs Arvilla
vi urs.
Foster, aged
JORDAN-At Waltham, May 25, Mrs Sarah A
Jordan, aged 65 years.
JONES—At South
Brooksville, May
24.
Keziah widow of Wesley Jones, aged 80
yearsPAGE—At Bangor. May 23, Mrs Susie (Eatou)
Page, formerly or Ellsworth, age*1 6 years.
STRATTON—At Laruoine, May 24, 5' * Carrie
Gifford Sirattou, aged 19 years, 8 mouths.
WESCOTT— \t Brooksville, May 2*2, Charles
S Wescott, aged 50 years, 9 months. 11 days.

the sorrowing
taken to Fall

E3.

selections

19 Heavy Western
Draft Horses,

JOHNSTON —At Hancock, May 2, to Mr and
Mrs Harry W Johnston, a sou. (Leslie H.)
MOON—At Hancock. May 11. to Mr and Mrs
Ernest Moon, a sop. (Carroll R.)

ago of pneumonia, and another sister died
last October of influenza.
Sympathy of

R.

Carlisles

(Carl Francis.)

(Stanley Osgood.)

in best condition

Early

]

BUNKER—At Franklin, May 19, to Mr and
Mrs Forrest L Bunker, a daughter.
EATON-At Rockland, May 11, to Capt and
Mrs Roswell F Eaton, of North Brooklin.
HINCKLEY—At Brockton.
to Mr and Mrs Truetnau W

once

Everything

HORN.

son.

MAINE

Table Linen, Towels, Wool Blankets, Toilet Sets, Oak
Dining Chairs, and many splendid bargains.

■

a

HARBOR,

Chamber sets, $12 up, complete with spring.
Imported Haviland china and Lamberton ware, lower
than common crockery.
South American curled hair mattresses, cheaper than

Carrie, wife of Fred L. Stratton, died
May 24, aged nineteen years. She was a
She is surbride of only four months.
CARD OF THANKS.
and u Cat he/,
vived by
her husband
\IT* 1- wir.j t<
thank the neighbors and
ineuda lor tnetr many kindntsua zud
mother, one sister, two brothers and one j YY
beautiful flowers durtug the sicki ee* and ;
the
half-brother. One sister died two weeks loss of our
daughter and sister.
j

May

01
24
80

Boston

Boston viaDover

specialty.

(Vlain Street

past week.

--

old-timer,!

stop.

MARLBORO.

who

s

DAVID

Ellswortb
high boys
sented, for tb6 sake of a game, to allow
their coach to catch the tirst five innings
of the game for Bluehill
while their j
MAUKIKII.
catcher arrived from work. Ellsworth
!
also furnished another good ball player
CARTER-HODOKINS
At Lamoine,
May
24, by Rev W 1 Rice, Miss Margaret E
tor the opposing team in Carroll Johnston,
carter to Arthur C
Hodgkins, both of
who held down thind base in grand !
Lamoine.
style. The feature of the game wai the

—

day

cleaning

daughter

!

Ellswortb

pla ing

made

AT REASONABLE PRICES.

her

Homes Help Community.
A wealthy Englishman once said
that a good home was an Institution
for civilizing a community, and instead of surrounding bis own home by
a high hedge, like many in the vicinity, he built about it an open fence,
so that whoever passed, rich or poor,
might enjoy the beauty of house and
lawn and garden. It is a good thing 1
for the girls of today who are to be
the home makers m! tomorrow, t<1 I
I grow up with the ide* that the home
owes something to the community.

Bar

Arthur Hodgkins and Miss Margaret
Ctibolic cemetery on High Bt.—Fred
Fields and Albert Davis.
to the members of the Carter of North Sedgwick were married
eon was served
%
Beechlsnd and Riverside James Farrell Slate department, speakers and some of May 24. Their many friends wish them
much happiness.
West E'Is worth Mrs. S. P. Stack pole the
superintendents by the domestic
1-nicewood.
science department pnde/ the direction of
Wesley and Maynard Ford spent the
111. At 1 o’clock p. m. all tbe comrades Miss Mildred Costello.
week-end with their sisters, Mrs. Arthur
m. the meeting was opened
At 7 3D p
will assemble at their quarters, to form
Allen in
Winthrop and Mrs. Ernest
in column

Ready

11

17
8?
48
52

iPM

Portland.ar.

GOOD LINE OF

week.

The lineups of the teams were as follows:
Ellsworth, p, Drumraey; c, H. Harrington; lb, D. Harrington; 2b and capt,
Tilden;ss, Whitcomb; 3b, Austin; 1 f,
Haney; c f, Allen; r f, Fortier. Sulliv n,
p, Pettee; c, Havey; lb, Hamor; 2b, K.
Stratton; as, Clemons; If, Blaisdell; c f,
Tracy; r f, A. Stratton.
in a listlessly played game Saturday at

as

Ellsworth Falls.fll
Nicolin.‘fll
Green Lake.fll
Phillips Lake.fll
McKenzie's..
12
Holden.
Brewer June. 12
Baugor.ar. 112

f6 15| to « $4 46
4 52
9 6#
6 22
4 56
6 25 f 10 Of
5 08
f5 84!fl0 14
5 12
5 44 10 41
6 20
6 51; 10 5J
5 26
6 00 flO 57
5 40
f6 16 fll 1C
6 61
6 27 fll If
J6 36 fll 2f f6 59
f639>...... f6 02
6 07
6 45 fll 84
6 29
7 08} 11 51
t7 101 til 88 $6 85

Nason of Bucksport Center,

Miss Helen

playing straight high school
Arrangements are now under

way for the tie
Harbor.

Bluehill,

47
08

Telephont: 178-2.

ter, Mrs. Ethel Haynes, in Ellsworth last

county now lies between Sullivan
and Ellswortb, as both teams have won
from Bar Harbor aud the rest of the teams
are

visiting

and

have been ill the

10
11

Ellsworth.,11

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Witbam

Mr.

spent the week-end with relatives here.

the

splendid game, allowing only four
scattered bits, while
his
team-mates

three

the

Fox*.
do

I

rreeaoui

o’clock

At 8

thi»
out

over

intendents and

team

is

80
86
39

Sullivan.

on

in the box for

The

Friday, May 23. In spite ol the heavy
rain Thursday night and Friday morning,

|

was

friend,

Moore

cock

236 teachers, from every union in the
|
county, gathered before Friday noon.
were
I
fully
repaid for their
Ti n f«. low mg oru* rs, issued by the poet They
efforts against wind, weather and mud
comiQ*nder, William Smill, give in detail
by the hearty welcome which they rethe program tor the day.
ceived.
*• mmlal t»ny
MmiM aum Wn. H it Rica Post, No. M
Dbpautvibm or vUiNR.fi. A. K

high school baseball
tables

visit.

10

PM

IS <5 tB 001 id 00
f4 16.
t4 46

tB 45

Mt Desert Fy lv.flO
Waukeag, 8 Fy. 10

Hancock.
Franklin Road.
Wash’trfc'n June.

EDWARD F. BRADY,

he extended

William Richardson.

Mrs.

Eugene

Mrs. Cora

(Contributed)
Ellsworth, May 21, Ellsworth high, 14;
Sullivan high, 2.
In a well-played game, the Ellsworth

ASSO'N.

at

aniiUAt

Baseball Notes.

worth’s

Meetings
Harbor last Week.

Tb

Marion

a

44

Hooper, V. F.,
Maddocks, Benjamin,

fitting observance

This

day.

44

Hagan, I. B.,

II. II. Rice po»t, O. A. R., has made

ill u»u*l
of

Ellsworth ;

Ellis, Ambrose,
Farrell, James,

a

seeds of Ellsworth

daughter,

HAN-

short

a

and

NORTH KLLSWORTII.
Mrs.

AT

Chicago,

spent Sunday with Mr. Finn’s grandparents, John W. Cook and wife.

Leaves No Bitter Taste

EXERCISE*

to

Robert Finn and

Royal Contains No Alum-

-AFTERNOON

PURE TONIC VALUE

Heating,
Jobbing.

Pure

Richardson, W. A., Surgeon
Ellsworth
44
Taylor, Roscoe Q. O. of D.
44
Small, William, Q. M.
TO BE OBSERVED AS
44
USUAL IN Curtis, A. W., Chaplain
44
ELLSWORTH.
Dean, J. B., Patriotic Instructor
44
Jordan, R. P., 8. M.
44
ORDER* IMBT7KD BY THE POST C'OMMANDKK
Fogg, C. E., Q. 8.

j

—

plumbtncT,

Royal Baking Powder

MEMORIAL DAY

morning

are re-

birth of
Robert

|

to use

Absolutely

the

on

Harbor..It.j

PM

PM

AM

Bar

Sorrento.'.j
Sullivan...

In Peptlron, to the Last Particle of
the Medicine.
The new and real iron tonic, Peptlron, is prepared in the convenient
form of chocolate-coated pills, easy
to take, easy to carry about with
you; no water, no alcohol, no opiate.
Peptlron is the essence of economy,
here over Thursday night, the guest of i
the acme of efficiency.
It is readily
friends on his way home from the Cona:
imitated, acts promptly and powgregatinnal conference.
erfully upon the blood and nerves,
correct*
all run-down conditions,
Mrs. Mary B. Flood attended the concreates an appetite, gives stomach
ference at Southwest Harbor last week
comfort and healthful digestion. It
wards off impending Illness, bridges
and spent the rest of ihe week there with
over the danger spots, and increases
relatives.
power of resisting disease.
Rev. Nelson Hedeen of North Ellsworth
Do not put off treatment in these
times so perilous to health, but get
preached here Sunday morning in place of
Peptlron and begin to take it today,
the pastor, Rev. Henry W. Conley, who
two after each meal.
has been ill several days.
You'll not regret being particular
to get Peptlron, and no other.
Like
Mrs. Helen Silsby, who has been here
many others, you will be surprised at
as nurse to Earl L.
Gray for two weeks ! its promptness In building you up.
has returned to her home in Bangor.
Mr. Gray is now able to sit up some each
day.
Miss Herberta A. Penley, demonstration
agent, will bold a meeting in the vestry
Mot Water
Thursday afternoon, June 5, giving inFurnace
structions on the making of the tireless
Work and
also
on
cooker,
making of childrens’
clothing. All ladies are invited to attend. rluNEST WORK; HONEST PRICE;
Ralph Jordan is here from the state of
Twenty Years' Experience.
Washington for a visit with his cousin Personal a.tentlon to all details.
Telepbotx
George L. Jordan. Mr. Jordan has been
or mail orders promptly attended to.
living in the West thirty years. Business

baking.
why it

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

Winfred B. Joy and wife of Southwest
Harbor were here Sunday on tbeir way
to East Holden
to visit Mrs.
Joy’s
parents.
Uev. Orville J. Guptill of Deer isle was

If the little word “alum” appears on
the label it may mean bitter
baking.
If the word ROYAL stands out bold
and strong, it surely means BETTER
one reason

Joseph Patterson

Friday

a

A letter makes a great difference in a
word. A word makes a great difference
in baking powders.

This is only

Corrected to May 18, 1919.
-Ubmiumna*

spring.
ceiving congratulations

WALKER 0, HIKES. Dlroctor fivaantof Railroads
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

engravers.

LibbeusI). Patten is building a barn on
the McCarthy
place he purchased this

Baking

UNITED STATES RAILRQAO ADMINISTRATION

Mo.

rear

of A. W. Curtis’ store.

YOUR ATTENTION
PLEASE TO THIS
SMALL NOTICE

Ij11

Sbbrrttstmmts

WHAT WAR SAVINGS

11
I

I

STAMPS ARE
Safe investments. Uncle Sam never fails.
Profitable Investments. 4% interest compounded quarterly.
Easy investments. 25c to $1000, any amount, at any time.

I

Keep the stomach well
the liver active, the
bowels
regular, and the breath
will be sweet and
healthy.
But let poisons
accumulate in the digestive
organs
the system becomes
clogged
gases form in the stomach
and affect the breath.

w. s. s.
KEEP ON SAVING! !
Sick Fund

Your money back.
WITH INTEREST.

Accident Fund

Unemployment Fund

u^-n ten
it'***'*'*

Emergency Fund
Capital

TIME.

A WAR SAVINGS HORSE
How Kindness Developed an Almost
Worthless Animal.

Correct
these conditions with
Beecham’s Pills.

USING THE TELESCOPE
Pronset Dostreo

Futurs

vs.

They

promptly regulate the bodily functions and are a quick
remedy for sour stomach and

Oppor

tunitlse.

Daisy stopped

her round* of the
Boston business district where she
hauls packages from
one
place to
another, to make a call at the headquarters of the Wsr Savings Organisation. >5 Milk street. She came to
enlitt in the work of spreading a
knowledge of the advantage of investing in Thrift and War Savings
Stamps among the people.
in

Buy Tires of Known Quality
The steady usefulness of your
Economy depends on good tires.

car

depends

on

good

tires.

United States Tires are good tires. That’s why we handle
them. Take no chances with unknown quality. Buy United
States Tires,
—for their

are

good

Ellsworth Auto Co.,

tires.

That’s

to meet your

why

we

Daisy

living example of what
be achieved by the law of kindness.
Nine years ago nobody wanted
her and she was condemned to be
shot. Then John
J.
Bergh came
along. For *60 and an old horse he
secured possession, and you should
see her now, and the medals—some
of them gold—that have been awarded
her in the annual workhorse parade!
Daisy dotes on her master and will
do anything he tells her
to
If he
asks her how old she is she never
hesitates, but unblushingly paws It
off on the pavement. She
shakes
hands (?) with every one of her four
feet, and if be puts a lump of sugar
between his teeth and tells Daisy Just
to suck it she will lap It carefully and
does not think
of
trying for the
whole lamp until he gives the word.
She picks her bit up from the ground
and does other remarkable
things,
and she did them all
for the
War
Savings Organization, just to show
what she could do and what she was
glad to do to help the good work
along.
Daisy is now a regularly accepted
member of the Savings Division and,
whether you recognize her or not as
she goes about, frequently carrying
great boxes of literature for the War
is

a

can

sell them.

C. L.

Morang

C. W. Grindle,

North Brooksville

John W. Paris,

Sedgwick
—

Savings Committee,

may be sure
that she is on the Job and doing
everything she knows how to promote
the sale of Thrift and War Savings
Stamps among the people.
you

AN EMERGENCY OR TURN

AROUND FUND.
“I Hope to be Married But—''

"My big ambition is to get married
if Mr. Right comes into my Life," said
a
pleasant-faced hard-working sten"Therefore I am buying
ographer.
Thrift Stamps
and
War
Savings
Stamps regularly as a
riage chest to provide

sort
a

of

mar-

trousseau

contribute toward the furnishing or buying of isv home.
"Bui Mr. Right and I may never
nd each other.
In that event, 1 wlil

and to

"till".
I ’ALK about smokes, Prince Albert
1 is geared to a joyhandout standard
that just lavishes smokehappiness on
every man game enough to make a bee line for a
tidy red tin and a jimmy pipe—old or new!
Get it straight that what you’ve hankered for in
pipe or cigarette makin’s smokes you’ll find aplenty
in P. A. That’s because P. A. has the
quality !
You can’t any more make Prince Albert bite your
tongue or parch your throat than you can make a horse
drink when he’s off the water! Bite and parch are cut
out by our exclusive patented process!
You just lay back like a regular fellow and puff to beat
the cards and wonder why in samhill you didn’t nail a
section in the P. A. smokepasture longer than you care
to remember back!
Buy Prince Albert everywhere tobacco ie toId. Toppy reel baft,
tidy red tint, handtome pound and half pound tin hamidort—and
—that clever, practical pound cry,to! glare humidor with
tpemge
moittener top that keep, the tobacco in each perfect condition.

Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.

keep on working. I may get
may want to take a position
another town; I may need a rest.

ave

■fW

R. J.

Larao« Sala of Aar MaAcaaa ta th.
Walt
Sold owrwfcara. la Baaaa. l<k„
iy

and beautiful flowers. Summer
wardrobes are in preparation, "spring
vaca
cleaning" Is in progress, and
tions are being planned
We are wonderfully prescient when
Immediate comforts and
pleasures
are concerned, but do we always extend the telescope far enough to look
well Into the future? There will brother years, and with them will come
greater opportunities. Shall
we b
ready to Improve them? Are w«
practising the thrift which is good
business, distinct from hoarding, but
paving the way for future success?
A
Uuie
restriction
of
present
wants, s few more vegetables from
the garden; limiting
replenishment
of the wardrobe to
essentials
ami
vest*

COUNTY NKWS
BROOK UN.
Miss

Marjorie Kane, who ba« spent
the winter in Bo*;on, ia home.
Mra. Harriet Leech, who has been visiting her father at Addison, is home.
Mrs. Sadie Huntley of Eden is
employed
Frank Staple#
Title

to

ick; I
n

My marriage-chest stamps then will
be

my
emergency or turn around
fund. Whatever happens, saving now
will help me in the future. Already
I

have

saved

tidy

sum

without
the least. The
handy
thrift stamps catch and hold on to rr y
quarters before they obey some sudden and foolish spending impulse. 1
look upon W. S. S. both as cash and
nveetment
In case of emergency I
can always cash them on ten
days'
notice at the post office, but month by
month and year by jear my stamp
money is earning interest sns jjjcreasing my double-purpose fund.”

kimping

a

in

Money
stamps is working for
invested

in

War

Savings
dag and

yon

night.
Thrift helped wtn the war.
enable yon to enjoy peace.
Tate

| rhwy

cane

n

of yoor dollars now

will take

care

of you

later.

!
May
a

Do you want to be
It*s easy.
narucy

w uners

in

Be

The

Fortune.
a

capitalist

**

autnonta

tive textbook "Poverty and Waste,"
says that
"Capita! is defined 1
economists as wealth set aside to t
used in production. A certain amour
of it is necessary before any i n du
try can begin its work; because in

dustry implies making or growing
something, and. during the proces
of making or growing, those who arc
at work have to be kept alive out oi
store
that has
ben set asid
beforehand to that
end. Professo.
Walker’s well known example Is that
of a member of a savage tribe, living
precariously on fish 'caught from the
rocks which Jut into the
sea.' who
lays np a store of dried fish, and
keeping himself alive thereon, makes
himself a canoe, and thereafter can
paddle in It out to the banks' which
lie two or three miles from
shore,
where in one day he can get as many
fish as he could catch from off Unrocks in a week.
“His store of dried fish
was his
capital, which ho reserved from consumption and kept to live on while
making his canoe Having done so,
he has put his capital into a canoe
and can let it out to his neighbors,
taking payment rrotn them in the
form of part of their catch, on which
he can live, while he himself bulkimore
canoes
and sells thorn in ex
change for the labor of the rest o
the tribe.
The point at which he le
off being a mere hand-to-mouth work
er and consumer and became a
capi
a

talist,

when, instead of eating
all the fish that he caught, he saved
was

and dried them
so
that
he
might be kept alive while he carried
out his canoe-building venture. ‘At
of
its progress,’
every step
gay
Walker again, 'capital
follows
one
law It arises solely out of savings
Every man, woman and child can
lay aside a part of the proceeds o
his labor, beyond what Is necessary
for his
present
maintenance, and
thus start on the road to capital The
safest and soundest way of putting
aside your “dried flsh“ today lies :d
the purchase of War Savings
Stamps.
Even the smallest sums can be pu>
into Thrift Stamps which grow Inti
War Savings Stamps.
Capital arises from thrift, ana
thrift means future happiness.

chapter, O. E. S. at Port laud.
Lee

purchase $1000 of 1919 W. 8 S
the Limit on© person can hold sod he
alBO has $1000 of 1918 stamps.
ton to

H. Powers arrived Thursday from

Ailalon, Mane.,
Powers

for

the

Mr.

summer.

receutly undergone a curgicai
and was accompanied by a

has

operation,
nurse.

Col.
the

Ashworth

of'Bangor

address

memorial

at

church, Friday evening.
Ashworth has recently

will

deliver

the

K*pnai
30

CoL

returned

from

May

overseas.

Edith, widow of Capt. Benjamin Phillips, died suddenly at tbe noi^e 01 ..in
Mary Ann Wells, where she had been only
two weeks caring for Mrs. Minnie \V. ||»
who died Just a week ago.
Mrs. pn ,p#
was taken ill Monday
evening, but wt«

considered dangerously ill. 'fh* end,
so suddenly, was a great shot k lo
her many friends. She was a friend to all,

not

coming

and in tbe many homes where she nursed
the sick, she w ill be greatly missed. Mr*.
was

the

Kebekah
noble

was

beksb
was

in all social circle*.
district deputy io

active

Hhe held tbe office

of

lodges

of this section *nd

grand of Center Harbor Ke-

lodge

three

year* and

successive

its

present treasurer. Hhe wimlnoi
member of Lookout chapter. O. E A., and
this year she wan Esther in that chapter.
Her helpful presence w.ii be
ratsaed
whether in the lodge room, tbe town or
the home. She leaves I wo son*, llranville
of this place and Capt. Fred Phillips of

Fairhaven,

Mass.,

and

brother,

oue

Charles Parker.
A loving mother and
sister, a kind neighbor and a faithful
friend has gone.
The community join#
with the

family

in their

sorrow.

Ukb Femme.

May 28.

NORTH HANCOCK.
Mrs. Lizzie Tracy
in Bangor.

wai

s

visitor

recent

Frances Cleaves was home from
Harbor Friday and Saturday.

Mias
liar

John A. McKay

was

home

from

CaliU

Sunday.
There

a community gathering »t
cemetery Saturday. A if real

was

Fine Tree

many who are buried there ha\e no relleft to look after their lot* Tbe
whole cemetery was put in order by ibe
willing workers.
M
May 28.

atives

cfotomianurni*

foot comfort
( FOR
ONLY

$3.65

LADIES'. Yoawillb. DC LIG HTEO uxl T E EASES
WHh t!.™. HOUSEHOLD COMFORT SHOES !«
quality will convince you. that ie why we arv wi».*l
to Send them to you direct from

some

Vice-President
Thomas R. Marshall is an enthusiastic
supporter of
the 1919 Savings campaign. He was
one of the first persons tn
Washing

Water*

same disease, ia better.
Schooners Annie Kimball and Mabel
brought cans from Lubec lor tbe Farnsworth Packing Co., last week.
Mias Musa Doilard and Mrs. Harold
Powers left to-day to attend the grand

Phillips
nts

from

the

HOW TO BE A CAPITALIST.
Small Savings
Foundation of

returned

Saturday.

Miss Brooksie Joyce ia ill of mump«,
Mias Ruby Freethey. who has been ill 0f

less vacation expense,
which
need
mean less
pleasure,—these and
other bits of carefulness, keeping In
mind the margin of
will
savings,
clear the way for wonderful things
perhaps a home, higher education
travel, business of one's own—ther<
is no limit to what the telescope may
reveal.
As safe Investment is as
Importan'
as saving, why not
the mite
put
saved into Thrift Stamps, and when
practicable convert those into WaSavings Stamps, which will work foi
you night and day.
This done tl
telescope will reveal a substaut
accumulation for future needs.
I

Even

“Lookout.”

at the

not

United States Tires
are Good Tires
We know L nited States Tires

Bad Breath

buying good materials, always cheapest in the end end more satisfactory

proved dependability,

—for their oft demonstrated economy.
We can provide you with United States Tires
needs exactly.

Spring U In the sir and we are
looking ahead, "using the telescope," to borrow the title of a recent
address by a Greater, Boston clergy
man. Victory gardens are being mad*
and In perspective are bountiful harall

THE SHOE MARKET OF THE WORLD

at factory price of 0.68.
All
Deed of paying 86.60 or 18.00.

chargca

_-

prepaid

M.d.«<

H#ei)
l.»

broad
Fie
—

SLrr,''.*.1.
SHOES.
yoq
and

*■

are
*r«

?oC.,m°.
"EE, m2

Ilmil poupon toOmj
K »«
not aattAfl.il with them. **nd
refund yoor moo*)'.

will cheerfully

m

•

■
■
Mmll Coupon mt Onco
P*ople’» Mail Ordar Houaa.
Dfpt.

116 Batlford St.. Boston. M**»P°*WL
fandaay Household Comfort Shoe*
I
only I^.SS on arrival, no roor1ih«**af
■hoe* un condition that I am eatiafied. otherwise
money back, piua puaiage charges, at one*.

^

atbrtiiwmfnt*

WEEPING ECZEM*
SOON RELIEVED
i perteot Treatment For Tills

Distressing Complaint
Wasiwo.

aj bad

attack of Weeping
bad that my clotha*

an

«ema; so
Lrfd be wet

at times.
I could get no

through
^suffered terribly.

■lief until I tried ‘Fruit-a-tives (or
and ‘Sooth*
cnit Liver Tablets)
first treatment gave mo
The
Silva’.
Altogether, I have used thro*
‘Sootha Salva' and two of
Joics of
Trait-a tivoa’ianfl am entirely well”.
O. W. HALL.
(

sold by j
Both these remedies are
6 for $2.60, or
j-jys at 60c. a box,
by FRUIT-A-TIVES limited,
BGDENSBL'lKi, N.V.
“Frnit a-tives” is also put up in ■
for "6c.
trial sire which sells

NF.WS

COUNTY

BLCEHILL.

A-eX»oder Davidson

of the tunic

Saturday from

feme

wife, A. C. Hinckfrom Boston

Barrett and
Bet id

|ty*3dKuth

service

oversea*.

arrived

It is thought to have caught on the roof
from Are outside where Mr. Kingman was

OLD AND NEW BATTLE NAMES

burning

Hard to Bestow Appropriate
Appellations Upon Conflicts
Having
Wide Fronts.

brush.

C. A. Reynolds and wife and E. H.
Uoogins and wife of Cambridge, Mass.,
irrived by automobile Wednesday, and
have opened their homes for the season.

May

BROOKS V1LLE.

Bentley Grindle

has gone to

Chief Yeownman
tran«fi-rred to

Abby Partridge ha*
the

feta

ribe

Qteat Lake, 111.

naval

base at

home for

was

a

three

j,n furlough before starting Went.
Johnson, who *has been
jjra. Mary
vjeadmg the w inter with her daughter in
V(« Hampshire, returned last week, aceoapao.ed hy her aunt, Mr*. Georgia
Barr of Brewer.
W.H. Osgood ami H, A. Saunders atjesdedthe grand lodge, K. of P.,at LewisThey were accompanied
toi list »wk.
hy Mr*. Eva L. Osgood, who was the deleft* to the grand temple, P. 8.

local te^rn composed of town and
players won the ball game from
Ellsworth high achool Saturday, by the
The Hluehlll team batted
seen; of 16 to 1.
hard for 16 tuts, w hile Ellsworth was able
A

icadrror

get

to

tsises

own oei

Sturt*

van:

*booi

and

only three innings.

in

tine game for the high
Fortier and Allen pulled down
Might

a

Ire hard drive* lithe out Held.

The float reception to the soldiers and
w i•» given
hy the Army and Navy
dob Tu. -day rv ning, May 20.
About
sailors

2W attended
time.

I

an

had

A dress**

HuicitUy,

rnsreb

hy

E. Chase
grand
led by Lieui. Chase and w ife.
f.»r

«aa

enjoyable
Harry
Phillips and

most

mad**

C. C.
lieot. K.

Priori pal

E*v. K, M. Trsfton.

responded

a

were

the

(It* m.

*

The

Leonard C.

Webber, a respected aud
tied May 17, at the
resident,
borne of bis son Eben, wher** he had made

wteetned

his bow foMhe past year.
He had been
tu poor health stout eleven
He
years.
wa# in the eighti
h vear of his age.
He
was a

the

Civil «ar veteran, having served in

arnir

and navy,

l

an

a

nu

mber of

the

Jitiies A. Garfield poat and East Bluehill
pange. H**leaves a
i low and two sons,
feme- * *e«y held at the home Monday,
K.
Wn

M

rrafton

fflnating.

Charles

«

Billings,

The

Roy
Uuy

Wiiltam
and
The flower* were many and
fcf‘,K*ial* Burial in Sea at le cemetery.
Ha under*

^•

'0

8.
_

LAM OISE.
h»rl*a L,

M's. Reuben Rand and
were week*"'1 gue»uof
Mr-. Charlotte Crane.
hr*

^

**v,

sistefWinter Harbor

'^correspondent
*temei:t

ft'----

•■*u.»ht

that

is asked

to correct

the Stillman

rtrr around

the

King

chimney.

Dark Har-

work.

bor to

Mrs. Callie Perkins
is visiting her
brother, Roy Babson, at Holbrook island.
Edgar Guthridge is visiting bis sister,
Eugene Black.

Mrs.

Charlie Cousins, who has been overseas
Is home.

k

Daniel Ryan, who has been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Effle Allen of
North Brooklin, is home.
Mrs.

extreme.

Russell Gray and wife, who have been
visiting Mrs. Gray’s father, Frank Herrick, in New|Hampsbire, are. home.

year, and the night
turn, but went to his

The names which hnve actually settled down completely and taken their
places In history are the battle of the
Marne, the two battles of Ypres, the
battle of Verdun, the battle of the
Bight, the battle of Jutland, the bnttle of the Somme, and that seems almost all
The hattles of the later phases of
the war have hardly settled down to a
name yet.
Probably the battle In
which the Vlmy ridge was stormed
will be known as Arras; but the battle of Messlnes will probably be a
sticker, just as the Chemln des Dames
will live In French annals for all
times.
Perhaps the great battle which at
the time seemed disastrous to British
arms, commencing on March 21. 1018.
will go down to history ns the battle
of Amiens, while the bottle of Cambral may stand for all that heroic recovery which brought the British to
their final victory.

the morning and worked until
noon^ when he, Mr. Herrick and

GOT WEARY OF “FLU” TALK

Mrs. Ernest

iting

her

son

Babson, who has been visRoy at Holbrook island, is

home.

Frank Walker, son of the late William
R. Walker, of Massachusetts, is
spending
the summer with his uncle, James W.

Roper.
May 18.

e.

_

Miss Glady B. Closson, who has been in
South Bluebill, is visiting her parents.
Arthur Jones has shipped as mate with
Capt. Isaac Hutchinson in the schooner
Kate L. Pray.

Harry Bowden and wife of Augusta
were called here by the death of
Mrs.
Bowden’s brother, Charles 8. Wescott.

Charles 8.

Wes ott died

employed constructing

a

Herrick at his shore.
Carles Stover of Cambridge and Amo*
Sowrof Mdroac, Mans., are viniting their
a»iher Mrs. Selma Htover.

Then- seems to hove been little trouble In the past In naming
battles, although even Waterloo Is called Quafre
Bras by the French’. But on the whole
a
name seems to have attached Itself to a battle quite
naturally, like
Blenheim, Talpvera, Jena, Leipzig, the
Nile and Trafalgar.
But In the great war, where a battle extended over weeks of time over
n forty-mile front.
Including many villages, and sometimes several objectives In the shape of big towns, the
difficulty of naming a battle with a
name that Is universally recognized Is

R.

28.

poor health about
before had an ill

suddenly
weir

He

had

while

E.

H.

been

in

for

a

work in
aU>ut

George Sanborn went out to the weir in a
boat.
Suddenly Mr. Wescott exclaimed,
“I’m so sick!” and fell over backward in
Sanborn’s Up, dead.
He leaves five sisters,
Mrs. Fred Ford of Sedgwick. Mrs.
Harry
Bowden of Augusta, Miss Nellie Wescott,
of Penobscot, Mrs. Everett Bowden and
Mrs. Win Gray of this place, also two
brothers, Lester and Maurice, of this

place.
tist

The funeral

church

held at

was

Saturday,

the

Bap-

John Carson
officiating. The bearers were T. A. I*u»ney, Eugene and Floyd Black and Eugene
Sanborn.
Misses Ella,
Elizabeth and
Kathleen Condon and George Hart sang.
There were prayers at the grave in Lakeside cemetery and the quartet sang.
M ay 36.
F.
Rev.

Visitor to Indianapolis Very Much Fed
Up With Conversation Relating
to the Epidemic.
L.

H

Andrus

of Grand Rapids,
the Merchants Heat
and Light eompan:. is laboring under the Impression that some “Floosier
Jinx'* was trailing him Wednesday eve-

Mich., chief

ning.

When

baby suffers with eczema or some
itching skin trouble, use Doan's Ointment.
A little of it goes a long way and it is safe for
children. 60c a box at all stores.— Advt.

was

President to Get Rare Book.
ancient book has been sent to
President Wilson by Postmaster General Tordl of Florence who is a collector of rare manuscripts.
The book is
rare edition of the
a
life of Christopher Columbus and was written by
Fernandez, a son of the discoverer of
America, and was published at Venice
Plans had t>een made to
in 1571.
huve the book presented to President
Wilson on Columbus day.
An

Wonder

enjoy that drink of all table

drinks,

THe

Original

$216 for a Thackeray Letter.
manuA sale of autographs and
scripts was held at New York recently. Charles Scribner's Sons paid the
top price, $216, for catalogue No. 234,
a letter of William M. Thackeray to
John Oxenford, asking him to come
to a dinner in celebration of the completion of “Vanity Fair.” The total
for the sale was $2,752.45.

An invigorating cup of rich, snappy
flavor, full-bodied and delicious to
the taste. The very thing to add
to your solid table
enjoyment, for
*t is part of the meal—not
merely
something to drink with it.

The Lives of a Cat.
mother had two sons, one In
France, the other attending a university near home. The son in 1 .unce
was wounded and naturally the mother felt grieved over the incident, and
being of an excitable nature, telephoned her other son: “John, come
home at once. Ted is at the front
being killed every minute."
A

Postum

is boiled just like coffee
(full 15 minutes after boiling be-

and

it is pure

drug-free. Coffee drinking
usually upsets nerves, stomach and
heart.
Postum contains nothing

Harmful.

At Grocers— Two Sizes

Usually sold at 15c

Poe Got for It.

classic.

Postum Cereal

gins), but unlike coffee

What

Quite u while ago an author, Edgar
Allan Poe, contributed a story to Graham's Library of Fiction, No. 1. But
It hardly occurred to him that some
day a collector would pick up an old
copy of that periodical for 25 cents
and presently sell it to somebody else
for $1,000. Probably It is Just as well
that It did not, for the knowledge
might have discontented him with his
own modest emolument for writing a

Now’s The Time
to

of

1

—

and 25c

^^^OOOCXXXJOOOOtXSOCXXXWOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXJfXXXJ

Unreadable Signatures.
General Pershing recently gave orders that the typewriter stguature is
required hereafter on all official orders
and indorsements by American military men in Fram e because of the fact
rite their names “so
so many officers
difficult to make them
blindly that It

Gem-al Pershing purposes to
t.me In deciphering written
signature#

out."

waste no

11

Happiness Never a Thing Or.e
Lightly Casts Away.
Too

Beautiful, Even Though Evaneo
cent, to Be Passed By When One
May Hold It, If Only

|

We were coming home from a dinparty together, my friend and I.
It was late at night and rather rainy,
and as we sat together In the damp,
almost empty trolley car, my friend
spoke very suddenly and seriously,
writes Mnrgnret E. Sangster In the
Christian Herald.
“Just now,” she said, ‘Tve a chance
to be very happy.
But I’m almost
afraid to take it I”
The rain beat In a futile manner
ngalnst the car windows. I listened to
It for a moment before I spoke.
“Why?" I questioned at last—"why
are you afraid to take your chance—
to be happy?”
"Because,” answered my friend, and
her eyes looked far away—past the car
and the rain, even—"because I’m
afraid that It won’t last!"
When It Is autumn and the leaves
are crimson and gold-colored and very
beautiful, we know, even as we admire
them, that they will be brown and
withered some day. But that does not
keep us from loving their glorious colner

ors.

It’s like that, too, with flowers, and
springtime, and the blue sky of summer.
We know that the flowers will
fnde away and that springtime will go
and that there will be winter storm
clouds where there were once sparkles
of sun.
bu

mis

i»

im;

nuswer

iu

iuy

friend and to other friends of mine:
Never he afraid to grasp at happiness because it may not lust. For happiness Is as beautiful as the flowers of
spring and the sky of summer and
the vivid leaves of autumn. And even
though it might not last, happiness is
too beautiful to puss by with never a
glance.
And then, as the philosopher said,
and ns we know, don’t he sure, as you
take your chance at happiness, that it
will not stay. Look around your circle of friends, look at your business
associates, look at the casual crowds
and note the average of happy faces Is
rather high. You'll see more smiles, I
think, than frowns; more merry faces
than sad ones!
Don’t be afraid to take a chance at
happiness because you fear that It is
too beautiful to last.
Take
your
chance, Instead, arguing that happiness
Is too beautiful not to last 1
Dead Man Upright at Machine Qun.
Stories of the scenes of the battlefields are told In a letter received by
Mrs. H. E. Wilson of Middle avenue,
Wilmerding, Pa., from her son, Private Gordon Wilson of the One Hundred and Ninth Ambulance corps.
Walking over the battlefield In
search of wounded men, he wrote, he
found himself staring Into the muzzle
of a German machine gun, with a
German soldier at the breech. Dropping into a shell hole, Private Wilson
remained there for half an hour, not
daring to move. Finally, as darkness
approached, he decided to crawl away.
He lost his way, he says, and did not
know where he was until he was
again looking at the German machine
gun and the lone soldier behind It.
This time he was in a position to see
better and recognized at once that the
A bullet fired by
soldier was dead.
an American rifleman had penetrated
his forehead, probably Just at the time
he was preparing to pour a volley Into
the advancing columns.
Punishment.
A cigarette carelessly thrown away
by a gunrd caused discomfort to a
squud of engineers at Camp Shelby,
Miss., says a letter received by Mr.
and Mrs. E. Borton, Indianapolis, from
their son, George K. Borton of the enWashtub

gineers.
Borton and six comrades awoke
about midnight to find their tent In
flames.
They were driven Into the
chilly night air In sleeping apparel.
Soldiers from nearby tents hurried to
the rescue with blankets and Private
Borton ran a hundred yards for waThe fire department arrived In
ter.
time to soak the cots. The following
morning the guard of the squad was
ordered to wash seven pairs of trousers as a punishment for dropping the
cigarette near the tent.
Earth a Blue Star.
Observation* of the dark part of the
moon were made by Professor Lowell at
the observatory at Flagstaff, Aria.,
says the New York World. The dark
art of the moon is lighted only by the
faint light reflected hy the earth, and
the color of this light would be the
color with which the earth shinee to
the other heavenly bodies. This color
proved to be blue, which was to be expected, as the atmosphere, as we see
It, is blue, and It Is the earth’s atmosphere which chiefly would he visible to
Thus the earth Is a
other planets.
blue star.
A Solemn Thought.
"Just think of it, my friend," said
the everlasting worrier. “In the arctic regions the nights are sometimes
six months long.”
“Well, what of It?" asked his friend
he adjusted his flu mask and a
as
smile at the same time.
"Just Imagine the consternation of
a poor Eskimo wife when her husband
calls up to tell her he will he away all
"I'-ht to sit up with a sick friend”

France. Soout Leland gave an intensely
interesting talk on bis experiences.
Nelson Mitchell, another returned soldier,

COUNTY NEWS
SUNSET.

George

for the Moment.

nii'i

i

While taking dinner at a hotel he
surrounded by delegates to the
casket
manufacturers'
con vention.
After hearing them discuss their business. which discussion naturally hud
many references to the Influenza epidemic, Fie concluded It was no place
miM.
for him.
Mrs. Lottie Clay
of Franklin visited
As the evening rolled on. he began
here last week.
debating with himself the question
Mm. Carrie Acborn and daughter of
whcthei the epidemic was going to get
Dorchester, Maas., are visiting here.
him, so he decided to take n Turkish
Belwyn Penney and wife, Misses Marcia bath. He had only been there a short*
and Grace Ball of Bangor, spent
Sunday time when a sick-looking individual
with Mrs. Lucy Ball.
came in, and In n
conversation with
Mr. Andrus said that he had only reMm. W. A. Crabtree of Somerville,
Mass., spent last week with her daughter, cently got over a severe case of the
influenza, ami he had been advised
Mrs. Julia Ueed.
that .« Turkish hath would get the poiMrs. Arthur Kief, two children and ;
son out of his system and assist him
mother, Mrs. Dyer, who have spent the
to recover more rapidly.
winter in Bath, are home.
When he was talking with this man.
Raymond Hodgkins, U. S. 8. Kansas,
another rnnn came In sneezing and
came
from Philadelphia Tuesday, for a
coughing and inquired of Mr. Andrus
few days with his parents, H. M. Hodgwhether he thought a Turkish bath
kins and wife, returning Friday. He exwould prevent a fellow from getting a
|wct§ to sail for France again May 27.
bad case of the influenza.
M. K.
May 26.
By this time Andrus said to the attendant :
“Get me out of here as
NORTH BLUKfilLL.
I have given
quickly as possible.
MIMOBUL URliOLl TIONS.
about as much time as I care to preW'hrrewa. The band of death baa again
siding at the flu conference in Insevered a link in our fraternal ckain, and
dianapolis.”—Indianapolis News.
taken from onr midst Brother John (irindle,
therefore be it
Btnolved, That we, as members o£ Halcyon
grange, extend to the family our sympathy.
Besolrrd, That our altar be draped in
mourning for a ueriod of thirty days.
BeMolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be seut to Tub Ellsworth American for
publication, also a page of our records be
set apart to his memory.

GATHER it ROSES

Coolen

has

received

his dis-

charge from service, and is home.
The Olmsteds will not occupy their cottages this season, but will rent them.
Lawrence Sellers will

Mrs.

soon

added a lew words. .Scout Iceland brought
! home many souvenirs which all enjoyed
viewing.

j

Deer Isle.
Edward S. Small of this place and Mrs.
Amy B. Small of Mountainville were married April 30 by Rev. O. J. Uuptill.
Alfred L.

Small, returned from overseas
who has been visiting his

Mass.

conductor at South

Mr. Small

was

in the

THE FALLS, HANCOCK.
Roland Moon of Bar Harbor is visiting
his cousin, Monroe Moon.

Ensign Raymond Partridge, U. 8. 8,
Androscoggin, has been released from

Braintree,

service and

battles of

is a

is

visiting his mother, Mrs.

Edgar Kief.
James Workman of Sorrento is at L. A.
building a chimney in the new
kitchen which Mr. Martin has just had
Martin’s

_

Heights

been
K.

May 26.

built.

NORTH SULLIVAN.

Dorothy

has

failing rapidly.

Argonne, Verdun, St. Mihiel. He was
wounded in both hands, and spent several months in hospitals.
May 19.
Sadik.
Miss

returned

has

where she

Mrs. Luther Pinkham and son Lewis of
week-end guests of her
were
aunt, Mrs. Raymond Havey. Mrs. Havey is

and

as car

McFarland

Harbor,

Sorrento

parents, has returned to his former position

Mabel

Bar

three weeks.

move

to Portland, where her husband is emj
ployed.
Edgar Rice returned recently and be \
and his wife are housekeeping at South !

April 30,

Mrs.
from

Taylor

guest of

May

G.

26.

Arlington
Mrs. Pearl Tripp.
•
of

atibmiennmie.

Mrs. Mary Robertson left Monday for
Portland to attend the grand session of
the Eastern Star.

RHEUMATISM

Galen Havey and family and Clyde
Robertson and family spent the week-end
in East brook.

Physician

Believes

a

Genuine

Remedy

for the Disease Has Been Found.
Carrie Tripp and Mrs. Maria Havey
j Rheuma, the wonderful rheumatism
returned Thursday from Lewiston, where
remedy sold by C. E. Alexander and all
they attended the annual session of the j druggists, gives quicker and more lasting
relief than other remedies costing many
grand temple, Pythian Sisters.
Mrs.

times as much.
Rheuma passes the deadly poisonous
secretions into the bowels and kidneys,
hro vn off
from which they are quickly
in a natural, healthy way.
a
Read what
reputable physician says
greatly missed in the community. Much
“1 have made a most
about Rheuma:
sympathy is felt for his family.
careful investigation of tne formula emof Rheuma,
in
manufacture
28.
the
H.
May
ployed
and I heartily recommend it as a remedy
SALISBURY COVE.
for all forms of rheumatism. I find Rheuma
far in advance of the methods generally
Miss Rubie Paiue of Bar Harbor was a
employed in the treatment of rheumatism,
week-end guest of the Karsts.
and altogether different in composition
the remedies usually prescribed.”
Bay View grange entertained the public from
Dr. M. C. Lyons.
last Wednesday evening in honor of MaxThis should give any sufferer from rheuwell
LelanQ, recently returned from matism confidence to try Rheuma.

G. Newman passed away Thursday,
May 15, after a long illness. Mr. Newman
was highly respected by all, and will be
O.

j

“The Winning Card”
No one need ever be disappointed in
the menu if you have a New Perfection
Oil Cook Stove. For then it need never
be monotonous. You can cook everything and everything will be delicious.
And besides you will be saved the
drudgery of a hot coal Tange.
The New Perfection gives gas stove comfort.
kerosene
makes it everywhere
available.
Its Long Blue Chimney gives perfect combustion—hear clean and intense. With
or without oven.
One to four burner sizes.
TheNew Perfection Water Heater gives
plenty
of hot water for every purpose—greatly

The luel

—

—

fies kitchen duties.

See your dealer
STANDARD

simpli-

today.

OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

v

NEW PERFECTION
OIL COOK STOVES
Also Puritan Cook Stoves
the best S/mrf FT imnr»\r

—
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SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

The plans of this barn,
bettered.
which I will call the New England
| type, are as follows:
Its longest dimension should be on
A Story of My Experiences in AgrI
an East and West line, the tie-up,
culture
(By Roland T. Patten of Skowhegan should of course, be along the SouthEditor of the Independent-Reporter.] erly side with a haymow overhead.
Eaton Mountain Farm is tor salt The big doors should be at the Eastand has been for some years. Woulc ern and Western end, and the NorthIi erly side should be for hay storage
you be interested to know why?
the
below
with bay running down
1909, after about five years of news
Everybody knows this
paper work. I found my health abso- floor level.
lutely going to pieces. It was decided kind of a barn, and all the carpenters
that out-of-door work of some kind | know how to build one. Usually this
might build me up again, but at any j type disposes of the manure by pokrate something would have to be tried ing it through scuttles in the floor,
I decided to go to i l varied from this a little by buildvery promptly.
farming.
My previous experience in ing the tie-up, in part, of concrete,
agriculture consisted of work on my and putting the manure pit at the
I consider this decifather's farm of 11 acres at Monson, Westerly end
England type
which in a small way gave me quite sion to build a New
a variety of agricultural
knowledge. barn a most fortunate thing. Other
warmer clifor
I can recall even now, after the lapse styles may be good
of forty-five years, hoeing potatoes mates but I have seen nothing that
of would make me believe that any of
on a slope right along the shore
Lake Hebron. The fall before, I had them can equal the New England type
picked the rocks off this same piece, for Somerset County.
Much of the winter was spent In
all alone, throwing them out into the
lake.
I remember that for planting selecting nursery stock for a one
potatoes we used to dig pretty deep thousand tree orchard. I had samin ples submitted from five or ten differthen
in preparation for a hill,
When they were
would go a forkful of manure; this ent nursery men.
On all ready I invited Sheldon H. Beal.
we would cover thinly with dirt.
this would be placed the potato seed, Maurice W. Cayford, and other local
cut in pieces as in the present day. orchardists to a supper and to pass
Plaster” the evening at my home; at the same
A tablespoonful of “Land
whole
covered time I also had two experts, instrucwas added and the
with earth.
The land was compara- tors from the Agricultural College at
tively new and we used to get good OroLj, as guests. My idea was to
We combine
practical and theoretical
crops of nice smooth tubers.
never had heard of rust or blight; it i knowledge in picking out my trees.
was in the days before the potato They helped me decide upon variebug; I do not remember that the po- ties and also picked out the best samDoubtless ples from different lots I laid before
tatoes were ever scabby.
there were several varieties of seed them. I remember that we came very
but all that I can now bring to mind near deciding on a solid Baldwin orHad we done so, my apple
is the one called “Early Rose."
chard.
Of course we used to cut the hay venture would have been very dls- j
Recent seasons have killed
on part of these eleven acres.
astrous.
My
father was a physician, which was a about seventy per cent of the Bold-,
HOW IT HAPPENS I HATE A EARS
TO SELl

|

--.-

novated from foundation to ridgepole State Aid Highway.
new
sills, new window-frames and from Skowhegan and
some new windows, new clapboards,
points, to Boston is
new shingles, etc. When I got through
what it is from most
every building on the place was as ping stations.
good as if It had been built new that
lTie farm consists

WHY BUY WAR SAVINGS
STAMPS ?
By Jennie Glover Brown.
Because
For many years we fooled ourselves
That things could perfect be
Only when they were trademarked
With the stamp of Germany.
As time went on the climax came
To their efficiency,
Wher, War of diabolic type
Was Made In Germany!

Actresses who play In the Liberty Theater at ramp Plx, N J., find a touch
of home In the Players' House which the housing committee of the
Youug
Women s Christian Association, of which Mrs. John D.
Kockefeller, Jr., is
chairman, operates for them. Because of the distance from any town where
they might stay. It was necessary to provide some sort of living accommoda
tlons for the actresses. The Y. W. C. A. built the house, supplying It with all
conveniences such as sewing machines, washtubs and Ironing boards. Camp
Upton. L. L. has a similar house.

Man wants but little here below,
Nor wants that little long.
But Wilhelm tried to get the earth.
And Wilhelm got In wrong;
For we bought bonds and
Savings

Stamps,
That Uncle Sam might send
The food and ammunition that
Would hasten the war’s end.

Y. W. C. A. UNIFORMS
TO CLOTHE STUDENTS

We Hooverized and Storrowtzed
For our dear country's sake,
But we would not he Kalaerized!
We had too much at stake.
’Twas not the time to reason why!
We knew such things must be
To speed the movement that would
kill
The Germ in Germany!

Suits Worn

food we save, the bonds we
buy.
And ‘tamps, for many a post.
Ant paying toward the
barbecue
On which said BUI will roast!
That's why we
the
buy
Savings
The

rr.«

■
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Deny

Luxuries Day—Buy
Thrift
ings Stamps

larly

buying Cigars,

Candy.
satisfying
gratifying!

uniforms of the Young WoChristian
minus
Association
the Blue Triangle, the Association in
slgnlft. will be worn next winter by
Official

htAY.l]pe<AbBANK

^1J'd

BRING

Hazel MacKaye Advisee Using Buildings as Centers tor Drama, Com-

munity Sings and Entertainmenta.

j

women students who have been strandHl in .Switzerland during the war and
who, because of lark of funds. Inability to reenter their native country, n
desire to finish their university courses
or because
they have no family to
which to return, will remain there next

5ea r.

Elizabeth M. Clark, who has been in
for ten years under tin*
World Student Christian Federation
has appealed to the National Stuifeni
Committee of the Y. W. C. A. for clothing for the 300 foreign women students in Switzerland. The scarcity of
clothing last year among these almost
refugee students made It necessary tor
two girls to share one coat so that
only one could go to classes or go our
of doors at a time.
Four large packing cases of all
kinds of used clothing, save hats,
which Is In good condition, have been
collected hastily from women college
students In the New England States
Ohio. West Virginia, Pennsylvania.
Maryland and iNdawure by the Sru
dent Committee of the National Y. W
C. A. to he sent over In response to
Miss Clark's appeal. This clothing will
be dyed cleaned and made over In
Switzerland
In addition to the clothing collected
from students In colleges nearest New
York a case of uniforms, which have
been turned In by Y. W. C. A. secretaries who did war work, and the official
As
gray uniform ulsters Is being sent.
uniforms are being turned In by war
workers they will be claimed by the
Student Committee, which will remove
the insignia nnd prepare the uniforms
ho that
they may be worn by these
women who have been forced by world
events to remain In Switzerland for
several years.
Switzerland

QUEEN MARIE INVITES
Y. W. C. A. TO RUMANIA
Extend* Invitation to Overseas Worker* In
Pari*.
Part*. April 21—Queen Marie of
Rumania, following a conference with
a
representative committee of the
American Y. IV. C. A., held at the Rlu
Hotel, Paris, has Invited the American
Young Women-* Christian Association
to come to Rumania and open work
under her patronage.
Among thet representatives of the Y.
W. C. A. present at the conference
were:
Miss Harriett Taylor, head of
the American Y. W'. C. A. work overseas ; Miss Mary Anderson of Hudson.
Wls.; Miss Mary Dlngtnan, head of
the Y. W. C. A. Industrial work In
France: Mrs Margaret B. Fowler of
Paaadena. Cal., and Miss Charlotte
Niven, head of the Y. W. C. A. work
In Italy.
A notable guest at the meeting was Madame Catarjl, wife of the
secretary of the Rumanian legation tu
Paris.
*****************
*
*
* Y. W. C. A. WORKER
*
*
IS DECORATED. *
*

*

*

Miss Marion Porter of New
York City was decorated the
* other day In the name of the
* Chaplain General of the Amerl* can army with the Church War
* Cross.
Her citation was for her moral
* and spiritual contribution to the

*

*

*

*

^»ar.

For more than a year Miss
* Porter has been at a
hospital
* center In Vittel.
France, as a
* representative of the Y. W
C. A.
* In charge of a nurses' club
there
*

*

****************

Why not turn the corner saloon Into
community playhouse when the law
effects the closing ot these gathering
places, asks Miss Hazel MacKaye, director of the Department of Pageantry
and Drama of the National Young Women's Christian Association?
"I went over on the West Side of
New York one night recently to'attend
a
community drama meeting." Miss
MacKaye says In explaining her theory*. "and as I was riding along I noticed
how many saloons there were—one on
every corner nnd another in the middle of the block. It seemed, all just
blazing with lights. Those lights ought
not to go out with prohibition.
They
ought to shine for something worth
while to all of the people, and what
better than community drama and
sings?”
Miss MacKaye feels that the war
has given a great Impetus to popular
Interest In drama and that through
pageantry nnd drama a great deal In
the way of Americanization can be effected.
Through the community center. If It
be In a district populated largely of
one foreign nationality, these pimple
could present pageants of the life In
their mother countries, translating
them Into English, so that Americans
and also the younger English speaking
members of their household could understand and appreciate their traditions. American art would he greatly
enriched thus through the drama of
all of the nations whose peoples have
settled In this country. On the other
hand American Ideals, American history and American festivals, even laws
such as child labor and minimum wage,
could be Interpreted to these people
by means of pageantry.
“People have been learning not only
to work together, but to play together," Miss MacKaye says, "particularly
since the war, when the people stood
together In drives and large patriotic
community entertainments. The opportunity to build up a great community organization Is now at hand, and
the time Is ripe for It Why not utilize
the corner saloon?”
s

men's
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•COMMUNITY PLAYHOUSE

War Workers Will

dents in Switzerland.
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Actresses at Camp Dix, N. J.
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During those j-ears of 1910-11-12 1
had the time of my life. I used to go
out to the farm Monday morning and
stayed there until Friday night, ai!
Stamps,
In the winter,
through the summer.
And we will buy until
I would usually go to my village A League of Nations
shall decide
home Thursday nights for the week
To free this world of Bill!
end
I enjoyed working with the live
DWELLING-HOUSE, WOODSHED, DAIRY BARN AND STABLE; FOUR Btock. with the farm crops, and especially with the apple trees. My health
OF THE THIRTEEN BUILDINGS AT EATON MOUNTAIN FARM
FRAMING A BUDGET
came hack with a rush
Our original
plan was to give up our village home
"in orchards m this
or
Maine.
poor comomauon to Drmg into tn<
pan
and move to the farm, hut when it A Help to Wise Spending
Rather
hay business. He would mow all ht The varieties I selected were Stark,
came time to make the change, it did
Than to Parsimony.
could in the morning, but perhaps a
Gano and McIntosh Red. In the nine
not really seem advisable.
1
had
nine o'clock he would get a call to g< years which have since elapsed,
I
three children
in
the
Skowhegan
to Greenville, fourteen miles away 01
Mr. J. H.
have had no occasion to regret this
Puellcher, State Dischools, and we did not like to face
even further.
-ector of War Savings for
Haying the rest of the selection. These three varieties are
Wisconsin
the
of
them
in town
problem
getting
day would largely devolve upon me among the best money makers, at the
:ias
prepared a budget for Income*
n the morning and out at night duran eight or ten year old boy.
Foi present day. McIntosh Reds sold for
rom *900 a year upward, which
has
neighbors, we had clergymen, one th< ten dollars a barrel in the Boston ng the years of their school course. been pronounced
\t the beginning of 1913, there came
practicable.
Rev. Mr. Taylor, the pastor of thf ! market, last tall.
When I came to
in opportunity for me to get back inThe budget provides 40 per cent fot
Congregational church; the other. th< plant these one thousand trees 1 had
ti
the newspaper
under iood. clothing 13 per cent, shelter 18
business,
Rev. Mr. Emerson, retired.
These an inspector from the Maine Departgentlemen would often take pity ant ment of Agriculture present, and he what then seemed and has subse- per cent, fuel and light 7 per cent,
advantageous mndriea. Including savings, 22
oome and assist me in my struggles
looked over every tree, throwing out juently proved to be
per
I was conceited enough 'ent.
He considers the
So the summer would creep along anc any that were diseased or defective. ponditions.
following a
:o think that I could manage a newswith my father’s assistance in the in
fair
I had the entire twenty five acres
example: Food *350, clothing
and carry on a farm
tervals between his medical practice plowed in the fall of 1909.
I put on paper enterprise
{117, shelter *163, light and fuel
and with the aid I received from the lime and fertilizer, very liberally, and it the same time, and this I tried to 568.80. recreation
*36, church and
ministers, the hay would finally get harrowed repeatedly before I consid- io during 1913-14. There are many
harities *24, insurance *48. carfare
into the barn sometime in early Sep- i ered the ground ready. E. E. Green- people who are able to thus man53L50, savings *26, miscellaneous, intember.
wood, Civil Engineer, with three as- »ge business projects at somewhat
ludlng literature, *27.
The knowledge of farming which sistants, surveyed the field, putting widely separate points, but I am not
For a *3000 income the
pne of them.
My mind would just
oame to me on my father's little place down a stake at
proportions
every tree location.
j
shout grasp what I could bring with- suggested are: Food *720.
in Monson before I was thirteen years : Following the surveying
clothing
party, 1 had
old, was supplemented after I moved a crew of eleven men and we planted in my range of vision or within a min- 5360, shelter *330, light and fuel *114.
to Skowhegan by several seasons thal those one thousand trees in Just three ute's walk of my business desk. My recreation *108, church and charities
I worked out In haying. One of these days. 1 think I recall that it cost me props and live stock five miles away 172. insurance *95, carfare
*31.50. sav
were too remote for my limited cawas for the late E. O. Harris on the
Ings *750, miscellaneous. Including litj $25 for Mr. Greenwood's survey work
Norridgewock road. Mr. Harris was and this was doubtless the best in- pacity to “keep an eye on" and I had erature and
physician, *150, help In
to give it up.
a sea captain, before he was a farmet
vestmen I ever made.
Every tree is
bouse *S$0.
Some items are too low
Since they were planted my apple
and came from Belfast. I recall whal exactly in line and if that orchard
trees have had splendid care. There for eastern conditions, notably houshe used to tell us, when loading in j is not worth one thousand
dollars
is nothing very difficult about that, ing and carfare, while others might be
the field, to “Put that next forkful on more at
twenty years of age for havreduced.
even as a side issue to the
the port side," and “We want more ing been
newspaper
surveyed at planting I am
To
business, but I do not want. 10 acres
save
is
hajf over to starboard."
Imperative. Some
certainly no prophet.
Having decided tc go to farming, 1
I early decided that rocks were of of corn, 20 acres of potatoes and a i people are born thrifty, some achieve
1
commenced in the fall of 1909 to hunt little use on the farm and started in tie-up full of cattle to look out for, j thrift, but most of us have thrift
unless I am going to be where I can thrust
upon us by high prices and
•! see them when I get up every morerestricted Incomes. To all the
budget
ing.
is the universal help, and as a safe
SkOwhcGah Maine. X***
No. -J>Q8
19\fAna mis
is me reason why Eaton
j investment for small
savings, War
Mountain Farm is for sale.
Having
The FlRST
recovered my health and become con- Savings Stamps should be the first
«-..j
5!
consideration
after
the
vinced that I am better adapted
necessities.
to I
aS
newspaper work than to farming, and
:-^-tJLZA^_
J 5
having abandoned the hope that my i
Jfj • j *fj
family would consent to give up their
THRIFTOGRAMS
village home, I am forced to relin-1
quish
any dream I may have had of I
•
Money Invested in War Savings
_
passing the rest of my life on Eaton
i7
J ?» 4
la never Idle.
Ridge. So somebody will get a mighty Stamps
good trade in this farm. One building
By putting your money Into War
alone, that one hundred foot New Eng-f
SkOntkcgi Maine
68*
No.
/'h**,. ( p_i»i.2_
land type dairy barn, would cost $10,- j Saving* Stamp* you will be heiaima
000 to build at the present time, and yourself.
The Fi rst
Bank «..»
for this amount (ten thousand) I will |
sell the entire two hundred acres and
If you provide against the
“rainy
from ten to a dozen other buildings day” by
buying War Savings Stamps,
j5
that would also cost $10,000 to build. there will be
no “rainy day.”
*
ci*rs • * •
»iu -•
5X|
Some statistics of this farm follow
n™,...
*J« "|f*i a«»o*.<<i>vf’ar
<
*-tivm-»r-»-7—-—
BUILDINGS AT EATON MOUNTAIN
You can compound your
Interest and
FARM
further assist your Government
by reR.
L.
W
P.
H. investing your
Liberty Bond coupons
New Barn
100
46 H 18
40 in War
Savings Stamps.
Manure Pit
1910 34-8 14
14
18!
No
725
SkOwhcgan Maine
Shelter Shed
1910 30
18
16 j
.>91^.
Sm. Stable
1910 29
24
14
231
Wood Shed
1910 27
20
10
The First »-Q~-€
19'
NationalBank « ..»
£»
^
Main House
1910 34-9 26-6 9
Ell
1910 59
18
8
^
Yourself a few
^ P*> ’C THE OBOES0*
Veranda
1910 59
8
-‘i
Club House
1910
25
20
15
a
1>«
•»»
MUHOMOI
t
w
rs
»««
7%
ct
rout
nnn.M
minrrmmcnrj
J X
lee House
11
12
8
10 j
or
War SavWood Shed
30
14
10
16 ]
"ftl"1
Corn Crib
30
10
14 I
as reguCorn Shed
1910 46
17
161
THESE CHECKS WERE EXCLUSIVELY
FOR
HAY
PRODUCED AT
No. Barn
1910 42
50
33
as
have
been
you
EATON MOUNTAIN FARM AND ARE
VISUAL EVIDENCE OF THE So. Barn
1910 41
50
33
FERTILITY OF ITS SOIL
Soda
Manure Shed 1910 50
y
,
10
The columns in order above, refer
and
lor some land and finally bought the to
The reremove every one of them.
This to Rebuilt, Length, Width, Posted and
place which has since become known was a big Job, for there were some
sult will be
Height.
as Eaton Mountain Farm.
enormous stone walls, and quite
a
The location is
one
of
unusual
I had determined on building a new good
and
many rocks and boulders scat- scenic
The farm buildings are
barn, and through the winter I travel- tered over the place right where they on a beauty.
about 400 feet above the
plateau
ed all over Maine, from Portland to were left
by theglaeiere a million sea level and 200 feet above the Ken'—i
Houlton, including parts of Andro- years ago, but I got the last of them
nebec river, which is less than a mile
scoggin and Knox Counties, picking and probably spent twenty-five hunAn elevation in the pasture
away.
Narrow Escape.
up Ideas as to dairy barn construction. dred dollars in that kind of work.
rises to 725 feet above sea level. From
One morning the youngest pupils
I also sent In all directions for barn
During the summer of 1910, I built this one can see the mountains on the
After studying round barns, the barn, of the good old New England
were obliged to sit upon a movable
plans.
boundary line, 100 miles to the north
monitor roof structures and several type above referred to, 100 feet long
toward Canada, a magnificent panora- bench to recite; soon there was a comother odd features. I came to the con- by 46 1-2 feet wide, also building new ma
motion In the midst of which Edith
in all directions.
clusion that the good old style which silo, ice house, corn crib and out-ofFarm is located four and one half wavgd her hand excitedly and said:
has been In use in New England for door shed for fuel storage: All the miles
from Skowhegan village, prac- “Teacher, Johnnie tipped the seat and
over a hundred years could not be older buildings on the place were retically all the distance on improved I almost fell off the class!"

-1

for

acres,

|

necessary.

I Y. W. C. A. Provides Horae

200
of about
divided somewhat as follows:
60 acres of mowing, 80 acres pasturage, 35 acres orchard, 25 acres wood
land. To the 60 acres of mowing
should be added 25 acres out of the
orchard, as above given, as there is
at present a splendid yield of hay in
the young orchard of 1.000 trees. This
gives at present 85 acres of tillable
land.
Water supply is from well, pumped
from gasoline engine into 1500 gallon
pressure tank.

summer.

The following fall 1 filled the tie-up
with live stock, quite a part of It
thoroughbred Holstelns. I remember
with special pride, two cows that I
could put on the scales together
which about always raised the beam
to a ton and a half.
I was quite a hand for experiments.
Among these was a plot where 1 had
an
acre of alfalfa planted in strips
Other odd
with four kinds of seed.
crops were cow-peas, kale, Spanish
This alfalfa of course,
peanuts, etc.
was a good investment and there is
still quite a little of It growing at the
farm. The cow peas and Spanish peanuts were interesting enough but not
especially profitable. The kale was
splendid pasture for hogs. I did so
much experimenting that the Federal
Department of Agriculture became Interested and sent two men who spent
a week or so making surveys about I
I have their plan now nicemy farm.
ly framed over my office desk.
It;
shows every apple tree location and
are
fences
outlined
in
the boundary
the
material
of
such a way that
which they are built and every measurement are indicated. The woodland
is shown with its area In acres. There
is also noted the number of acres in
each separate held. The buildings appear on this plan and the whole is i
drawn to scale. Of course this Is Invaluable in all kinds of building and
farm problems.
The Federal Department also sent
a man who started a system of books
I did not consider his serfor me.
vices productive of good as the sur-.
veying party. He did, however, make
a complete inventory of my farm, land
buildings, live stock, farming tools,
household effects and everything else
placing his estimate of the valuation
on
each
This was very Interesting
and useful, and it is worthy of note
that his footing of total valuation was
I kept my accounts
over
126,000.
according to his system for a year or
two, but finally abandoned part of the
detail which seemed somewhat
un-

The freight rate
other Kennebec
just about half
Aroostook ship-

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

DEPARTMENT ADVISES ON
PLUMBING AND CURTAINS
New Bureau Opens in Y. W. C.
A. Overseas Office.
A new department of finance has
been organised by the Y. W. C. A. for
Its work In France.
Mias Constance
Clark of Pasadena. Cal., ta the executive.
Mlsa Clark before >-er recent
coming to France was director of the
big Y. W. C. A Hostess House st Camp

Lewis, Wsshtngton.
All contracts, leases and rentals for
buildings "Will be handled by
Miss Edith Austin of Now York City,
an txpeilpnced architect and builder,
who will work through this newly created section.
Plans for remodeling and decorating rooms, cluba and hostess houses
taken over by the Y. W. C. A. will be
lu the hands of Miss Mary Buchanan,
an Interior
decorator, who comes originally from Scotland, but who has been
working In France for the American
Y. W. C. A alnce the beginning of Its
war work there.
In addition, the department la compiling lists, suggestions and general
shopping guides for all the buying of
the Association In France, Including
all kinds of building 'equipment from
cretonne curtains to plumbing supnew

plies.
A cafeteria expert will have a place
In the department to act as general sdvlaor on restaurant and cafeteria projects of the Association
throughout
France.
In short, the department is to be
more than finance alone.
It Is to be a
kind of genera! advisory department
and clearing house for all other departments In the French association—
a department where dollars will be
■aeaaured up against deeds and need*-

